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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this project is to redefine the word ‘Bollywood’ as more than a 
regional or cultural cinema, focusing instead on the unique style of the films that is often 
neglected or dismissed by film critics. The aspects explored are the development of 
Bollywood style from 1995 to the mid 2000s as exhibited by the films Dilwale Dulhania 
Le Jayenge (1995), Kuch Kuch Hota Hai (1998), and Dhoom (2004), and a subsequent 
development of a reflexive neo-Bollywood style beginning in the mid-2000s, exhibited 
by the films Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi (2008), Dhoom 2 (2006), and Chennai Express (2013). 
Close analysis of these films shows an aesthetic of melodrama that applies not only to the 
narrative of the films but more noticeably and importantly to the filmic style of the 
narrative and the subsequent themes that emerge. To further illustrate Bollywood as a 
style, the project analyzes Bollywood’s stylistic influences outside of India, including 
readings of television shows Smash and Glee, and films Moulin Rouge! (2001), Strictly 
Ballroom (1992), and Chicago (2002). This project aims to vindicate Bollywood as a 
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Popular Indian cinema has made its way around the world at an increasing rate in 
the last couple of decades. Reasons for this expansion are many, but the results are even 
more plentiful and alarmingly less examined. There is a rather large lack of scholarly 
study done on the popular Indian film, especially in the United States. An examination of 
this cinema is important because of its dearth, but also because of the aesthetic style 
many of the films are employing. This style has created a type of film that the world has 
come to know as Bollywood. 
People unfamiliar with Indian cinema often ask, “What exactly is a Bollywood 
movie?” My first answer to this question was that Bollywood is popular Indian cinema, 
but as I viewed and studied more popular Indian cinema it became clear that some films 
were more “Bollywood” than others. There was a feeling or rather an experience that 
came with viewing a Bollywood movie that is not present in all or other styles of Indian 
film. I began to question the word Bollywood - where does it come from? Why do we use 
it? What does it mean? Though many have given their own answers to where it comes 
from and why we use it, there is a lack of consensus on what the term actually means. 
There are theories as to when the word ‘Bollywood’ emerged and why. Scholar Ravi 
Vasudevan states, “While looking at trade papers of the 1990s, I only started noticing its 
regular usage in the latter part of the decade… it emerged in the wake of the success of 
the diaspora-themed films from Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge onwards” (7-8). Specific 
films may have inspired the invention of the word, but determination of the definition of 
‘Bollywood’ often stops at culture or history. This is a useful study, but from a strictly 
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theoretical filmic standpoint it does very little to define what an actual Bollywood film is 
– what it consists of why that is significant. We need to look to the films themselves for 
answers.   
Film viewers familiar with Bollywood films might be able to point out the 
common characteristics of a Bollywood movie, but understanding why they are used and 
what they mean is another thing. A common answer to “why” the common elements 
appear (and reappear) is usually that the films are made for “simple entertainment”. 
Though this is a logical and valid answer, it is not a complete one. Entertainment is never 
simple – with it comes complex themes and methods of communication that are equal 
parts fascinating and revealing about human experience and understanding, and that 
respond to the desires and needs of a specific audience.  
With the idea that Bollywood films are more than entertainment and more than 
popular Indian cinema, I will attempt to formulate the definition of Bollywood that I have 
come to understand after ample viewing and analysis of these films. Many popular and 
scholarly definitions seem to limit the possibilities of Bollywood or assign it a place as a 
sociological, historical, or cultural artifact without actually considering the films in their 
own right as films worthy of study in the same way films of other nations, especially 
Hollywood, have been studied. Ajay Gehlawat, though also addressing why the word 
Bollywood is problematic for the reasons I will further elaborate upon, continues to say 
that the Bollywood he means is “popular Hindi cinema” (xii). This language and its 
culture reflect the roots of the Bollywood film, but labeling it as such limits the 
Bollywood film to a regional experience rather than an idea that can be spread outside of 
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that region. Labeling all films that are made in Bombay or Mumbai in the Hindi language 
as the Bollywood style also assigns a false categorization to other films that are not made 
in the Bollywood style. One may ask if there indeed are any films from the region that are 
not made in the Bollywood style – aren’t they all made in the same way? And the answer, 
of course, is no, they are not all made in one particular way. In a country as large and 
culturally complex as India, there are most certainly many types of filmmaking and films 
that do not follow the Bollywood code. Some critics take the definition of Bollywood 
past its regional roots and define it as “a distinct zone of cultural production” (Kavoori 
and Punathambekar 3). This still limits the word to a particular culture. This is a problem 
when this filmmaking style expands beyond India, which it has and will continue to do as 
the globalization of Bollywood and Indian cinema in general continues. The Bollywood 
code is potentially transferable to cinemas of all nations, making it more adaptable to 
other national cinemas beyond South Asia. 
A second problem with the accepted understanding of Bollywood is that it is often 
pejoratively characterized as silly, goofy, ridiculous, and melodramatic, and therefore 
hard to stomach for both the inexperienced and serious viewer. I would say these 
descriptors are not accurate, but Bollywood films often appear ridiculous to the 
uninitiated – flaunting the laws of physics, exaggerating the melodrama, etc. In this case, 
the terms are not pejorative but rather express some of the strengths of the Bollywood 
film and therefore should not be denied but embraced in the critical classification of the 
style. That sounds contradictory only because things that appear silly from a standpoint 
grounded in Western cinema are often dismissed because of their silliness, when the film 
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that seems silly is deliberate. Patrick Hogan has identified one reason why Bollywood 
films are often dismissed or not taken seriously: “It is the result of a cross-cultural 
division between art and popular culture” (2). Bollywood, in its own country and 
definitely in the United States and other Western nations, has been relegated to the realm 
of popular culture, which according to many does not merit serious thought or study, at 
least not as much as the so-called ‘art cinema’. Because it is entertaining and popular, the 
messages it creates and the unique ways it creates them are often relegated into silliness 
rather than style, as if the films weren’t made with conscious thought, which is most 
certainly not true. It is not a haphazard collection of silly scenes but a complex 
arrangement of stylized moments and variations.  
Many may also place contemporary Hollywood in this category of films not 
deserving critical analysis, which makes things even worse for the Bollywood film 
because it is often called a copycat form of filmmaking, imitating Hollywood to the point 
where it no longer has its own identity (Gehlawat xii). Upon watching a Bollywood film, 
even one that directly copies the narrative of a Hollywood film, one can see that the 
Bollywood film is nowhere close to being a copycat cinema. The storyline may be the 
same in some instances but the themes and styles are wildly different. Narratives are 
similar in many films, national origin aside. That doesn’t lessen the importance of films 
that share the same story – originality, if that is considered of the highest value, can be 
found elsewhere in a cinematic text.  
Rachel Dwyer and Divia Patel come closer to a more complete definition in their 
discussion of the style of Indian film – they ask the right questions, but they don’t fully 
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answer them (as they freely admit). The answers they do give fall into the valid position 
of Indian film as seen through religious spectatorship, or darshan, which is a word “used 
most often in the context of religious worship, where it is a two-way look between the 
devotee and the deity that establishes a religious authority” (45). I do not doubt that the 
idea of darshan has influenced Indian cinema and the way viewers experience films, but I 
feel that though it may be the root of what a person sees when watching a film, the person 
is not actually instructed to look at the film in such a way – the film itself, especially 
when seen by other cultures, does not tell the viewer to view the text religiously through 
its style. I could discuss the origins of the Bollywood film, but I choose to focus more on 
the results of the emerging style, rather than what caused the style to emerge (largely 
because the latter would be nearly impossible to discern). While there are elements of 
ritual and sacred expression present in Bollywood cinema, I would like to give more 
attention to the other elements often ignored.  
Lalitha Gopalan also comes closer in her definition of Bollywood to what I 
propose it actually is. In basic terms, she claims that Bollywood is a “constellation of 
interruptions” (Gopalan 3). Though she primarily addresses the action genre in popular 
Indian films, three particular interruptions she discusses – song and dance sequences, the 
mid-film interval, and the interruption of traditional genre (Gopalan) – are stylistic 
elements also contained within the Bollywood film that span multiple genres.  
Ravi Vasudevan in his book The Melodramatic Public comes closest to defining 
Bollywood style with his inclusion of melodrama in his analysis of Bollywood films. His 
book focuses primarily on the social, cultural, and artistic influences of Bollywood rather 
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than an exclusively filmic analysis of the style of the film. His definition identifies that 
the “films display an awareness of Hollywood codes of narrative construction but 
mobilize differently calibrated scenes of excess and strongly public registers” (56), 
pointing out the self-awareness, excess, and idea of public existence, all of which 
strongly figure into the aesthetic presentation of Bollywood films.  
I present these definitions because all of them have something in common – they 
are utilized to assign a convenient label to a particular style of filmmaking, but don’t fully 
appreciate the style for what it is. The style of Bollywood emerged and first found 
popularity in India, but the style is not limited to India and could potentially expand (and 
in some cases has expanded already) to other parts of the world as a method of 
storytelling and filmmaking. The purpose of the Bollywood film is to communicate a 
very particular kind of experience, one that is not necessarily Indian but also a broader 
human experience. This is not to deny that Bollywood is heavily influenced by and 
emergent from Indian culture, but there is a need to give the style of the Bollywood film 
proper credit and significance as something of broader interest than a purely national 
cinema.  
In their book Film Art: An Introduction, David Bordwell and Kristen Thompson 
identify four categories that make up a film’s or group of films’ style: mise-en-scène, 
cinematography, editing, and sound. These elements, and the various subsets of stylistic 
elements that branch off from these broad categories, create a theme and general way of 
understanding experience and life as communicated in a film. A Bollywood film uses 
unique filmic techniques to communicate its themes. These filmic techniques are 
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obviously many and varied (from a cinema that produces 1000 Bollywood and other 
films each year (Gosh)), so an important few will be isolated and studied here: camera 
movement, location, song and dance, intertextuality and film mythology, dominancy of 
post-production sound, stylized or choreographed action, makeup and costumes, use of 
color, and acting style. These topics have been written about, but never fully examined as 
they pertain to the filmic style of a Bollywood film.  
All of these aesthetic elements in particular combine to create a heightened sense 
of reality – a hyper-reality – that privileges sensory experience over everything else. 
Bollywood films seek to delve deeper into human reality by heightening the viewer’s 
experience. These films are generally concerned with the wonder of the everyday. The 
simple things are the drama. Everyday occurrences are made melodramatic. The stakes 
for relationships especially are elevated. This idea may appear an odd interpretation after 
watching a Bollywood film, because it seems that all the films do is build up the action, 
special effects, drama, and emotion to a point past real human experience. It is within this 
hyper-real, melodramatic creation that the insignificant is given significance.  
Bollywood is not a genre. It is commonly construed as such because many 
Bollywood films feature similar storylines, characters, and settings. These elements are 
not found exclusively in Bollywood film, and there is greater variety in the genres of 
Indian cinema than characterizing films as Bollywood or not-Bollywood. Many of the 
storylines of Bollywood films since the 1990s are similar because many of the films are 
aimed at the same audience: “The deregulation of India’s media and communication 
sector in the 1990s enabled Indian filmmakers to promote their films to the Indian 
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diaspora based in the West” (Thussu 100). This globalization has lead to film products 
that “have often consciously organized their storytelling, narrative vistas, interiors, and 
musical attractions to ensure that world audiences are inducted in terms of geographical 
location and cultural habitat into the world of Indian popular film” (Vasudevan 3). These 
are elements of the genre of the films designed to draw in people from outside India – 
they say nothing about the organization or execution of the film contents. It is important 
to see the difference between style and genre. Genre is determined by narrative elements 
– plot structure, character types, locations and their metaphoric meanings, etc. Film style 
is the way in which those narrative elements are shown. A good example of why 
Bollywood is not a genre is the adapted American films that often show up in India, 
remade in Bollywood style. For example, the 1934 American romantic comedy (often 
hailed as the first of the genre) It Happened One Night was remade as the 1956 film 
Chori Chori (Stealthily and Silently) and the 1991 film Dil Hai Ke Manta Nahin (The 
Heart Does Not Listen), both of which are romantic comedies but told in a distinctly 
different style – a Bollywood style that changes and develops with the worldwide film 
industry. 
Styles also transcend genre; multiple genres and multiple stories can be told 
through a certain style. A style might be said to be the lens through which certain actions 
are seen, while the actions themselves are the genre. Many times style and genre coincide 
– certain genres are filmed in certain styles, like film noir – but that is not always the 
case. In the case of many Indian ‘masala’ films, there are multiple genres contained in 
one film. Though the term ‘masala’ may refer to a mixed genre of cinema that is 
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particularly Indian, it is not part of the Bollywood style necessarily.  
Narratives of films will only be discussed on a very basic level here – the 
narrative is not as important as the way in which it is experienced. In fact, many 
Bollywood films feature the same narratives as other films or variations thereon. It is not 
stories that define the Bollywood film – it is the techniques used and the language of the 
films. It is the way the pieces are put together, not necessarily the pieces themselves. One 
should not completely discount plot, because narrative, or arrangement of story events in 
a particular order, is an important part of the structure of a film. In this instance one must 
place less importance on narrative than many analyses do because the films studied here 
also place less importance on it. This analysis is done with the basic idea in mind that the 
films themselves tell the viewer how to understand them. Outside theories, particularly 
Western theories applied to a completely different culture, may be completely wrong in 
their assessment of the meaning of a text simply by placing the text in the wrong box. On 
this point, Gopalan agrees: “Just as popular Indian films rewrite certain dominant genre 
principles, film theory, too, needs to undergo revisions in order to read adequately the 
different structuring of anticipation and pleasure in this cinema that also has a global 
application and circulation” (4). This is why I will refer to other cultures’ film theorists 
and theories only as necessary for contrast, because Bollywood films develop a unique 
set of theoretical problems all their own. The goal of this analysis is also to identify the 
parts of Bollywood style that have been communicable to other cultures, making it a film 
style more than a film genre or national cinema.   
This analysis will look directly into a text and see what comes out of it, rather 
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than impose a certain theory on it and have that theory explain everything. That is a 
potentially useful practice, but not one that I will follow here. For example, Rick 
Altman’s analysis of the American film musical is very useful and insightful, but it may 
lead to a blanket interpretation of all musicals, even though Bollywood films come from 
a distinctly non-American culture and perhaps a different way of seeing the world. Some 
conclusions may apply, as might some of the American musical genre elements, to 
Bollywood films, but it is important to not prematurely categorize Bollywood films 
without individual analysis of films.   
The Bollywood style proposed here is not seen in all Indian film – in fact, it is a 
relatively recent development in popular Indian cinema. In defining what Bollywood 
means, it is suggested that the style itself was developed over time and perfected in the 
1990s and early 2000s. It was then, once the style was firmly established and beginning 
to be exported, that reflexive, neo-Bollywood films began to emerge. The years after the 
mid-2000s see a particularly large number of these postmodern Bollywood style films 
produced and exhibited, and it now appears at the time of writing this text that the 
Bollywood style as a whole, general and postmodern, may be on the way out, or at least 
on the move.  
To illustrate these claims, I will provide in-depth analysis of six films. The first 
three, Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (1995), Kuch Kuch Hota Hai (1998), and Dhoom 
(2004), will illustrate the creation of the Bollywood style. The next three, Rab Ne Bana 
Di Jodi (2007), Dhoom 2 (2006), and Chennai Express (2013), will explore the neo-
Bollywood style. Each analysis will focus on one or two filmic elements of Bollywood 
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films in particular, though each film features most, if not all, of the filmic elements I have 
mentioned in connection with Bollywood or neo-Bollywood style, the latter emerging 
and alluding to the former. 
The idea of Bollywood as a style of film means that the film can travel to other 
cultures to be used there. I will consider the spread of Bollywood style by looking at 
American television series such as Glee and Smash, as well as the 2001 film Moulin 
Rouge!, which has been identified by the director as being particularly influenced by 
Bollywood film, and the 2002 film Chicago. In these analyses I will identify how 
Bollywood style has indeed been able to transfer its technical execution and the resulting 
thematic values to films of another culture.  
These analyses should lead to a greater understanding of what Bollywood has 
actually come to mean and what that means for cinema and the experiences 
communicated through film. A greater understanding of the style will also bring a greater 
understanding of a view of life that generally goes unnoticed in the Western world. I 





Chapter 1: Bollywood Style 
Bollywood as I define it is another take on a style much of the world is familiar 
with – that of melodrama. While some critics utilize this term to refer to a genre, it more 
accurately refers to a style of presentation. Much of what Peter Brooks describes in his 
book The Melodramatic Imagination, an interpretation of 19th century literature, can be 
effectively ascribed to the style of Bollywood cinema. Brooks is concerned with 
“melodrama as a mode of conception and expression, as a certain fictional system for 
making sense of experience” (xvii). In a similar way, Bollywood attempts to make sense 
of human experience through creating a hyper-reality, or melodramatic reality. 
 Bollywood as it has come to be understood in the last 25 years, is the use of filmic 
elements in a dramatic, grandiose way. There is very little physical reality in a Bollywood 
film – films that attempt to approach realism belong in another category. The Bollywood 
film does not attempt to show physical reality or realism, which is one of the reasons why 
it is widely considered laughable or unwatchable to the uninitiated. It is often assumed in 
popular film culture, particularly Hollywood films, that things must look realistic in order 
to be acceptable. One hears talk amongst moviegoers and filmmakers of a threshold of 
tolerance that a viewer has for the supernatural in film, or the suspension of disbelief. If 
the filmmaker does not make an event look like it is physically possible by the viewer’s 
known standards of physics and lived experience, the film is discredited and relegated to 
the unprofessional or silly category. Bollywood style rarely presents realism, but the 
important thing to realize is that it does so on purpose to achieve a particular effect.  
Instead of physical realism, Bollywood film presents a sort of spiritual reality, not 
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in a necessarily religious way but in a way that connects all humans by the sheer nature 
of being human. It is a spiritual or transcendent experience that all humans share. “The 
narrative voice, with its grandiose questions and hypotheses, leads us in a movement 
through and beyond the surface of things to what lies behind, to the spiritual reality which 
is the true scene of the highly colored drama to be played out” (Brooks 2). Matters of the 
heart, of emotions, and of spirituality, can be seen and made clearer through the 
heightened experience Bollywood has to offer. These emotional and spiritual matters 
cannot be experienced through film unless expressed in an aural or visual way, because 
film is an essentially aural and visual medium.  
 To reach a spiritual reality, melodrama and Bollywood use grandiose gestures of 
various kinds to reach a full expression of emotion. The best Bollywood film is one that 
expresses everything and leaves nothing on the table. Brooks identifies this as a 
melodramatic tendency: 
The desire to express all seems a fundamental characteristic of the 
melodramatic mode. Nothing is spared because nothing is left unsaid; the 
characters stand on stage and utter the unspeakable, give voice to their 
deepest feelings, dramatize through their heightened and polarized words 
and gestures the whole lesson of their relationship. They assume primary 
psychic roles, father, mother, child, and express basic psychic conditions. 
Life tends, in this fiction, toward ever more concentrated and totally 
expressive gestures and statements. (4)  
 
Brooks refers to literature in his writing, but the same ideas can be applied to Bollywood 
– the expressive gestures in the case of Bollywood are those I will be exploring: 
cinematography, acting style, song and dance, intertextuality, dominance of post-
production sound, stylized or choreographed action, and production design.  
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 The purpose of these grandiose, expressive gestures is to bring truth to a film, 
rather than reality or realism. “Its hyperbolic mode and intensity make it figure more 
perfectly than would an accurate portrayal of manners what is really at stake for the 
characters and in their relationships…we are, if not in the domain of reality, in that of 
truth” (Brooks 9). The highly expressive nature of the Bollywood films brings the drama 
of little things to the forefront – small, everyday events, relationships, and emotions 
become the life-changing, potentially fatal dilemmas facing the characters of the films. It 
is this kind of experience that a Bollywood film gives the viewer.  
 Bits and pieces of this melodramatic expression have been used throughout Indian 
film history, but the films of the 1990s and early 2000s defined themselves as users of the 
style and exhibit it in every aspect of the film. Not only did the filmmakers use the style, 
but also made it obvious that they were using it. The films themselves were aware of their 
nature as films (or rather were created to be aware of themselves) and made certain the 
audience was aware of it too. To illustrate this, I will present three films of the time 
period that particularly illustrate certain qualities of the Bollywood film. All of the films 
exhibit multiple qualities, but I will point out those particularly emphasized in each film. 
These films serve as the basis for the modern definition of Bollywood. They helped to 
solidify the definition and stylistic code that from around the mid-2000s, discussed in 






Sound and Production Design in Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge 
One film that must be discussed when looking at Bollywood style is Dilwale 
Dulhania Le Jayenge (The Brave Hearted Will Take Away the Bride; 1995) (from here on 
referred to as DDLJ). This film is important for many reasons; one paramount among 
them is that it solidified the career of Shahrukh Khan, also known as “King Khan” to his 
fans. He became the king of Indian popular cinema after his role in this film. It is 
important to acknowledge Shahrukh Khan’s role in the creation of the Bollywood style 
because he was the primary actor and most significant of the movement and worked with 
the primary directors that influenced Bollywood style (Aditya Chopra, Yash Johar, Karan 
Johar, and others). Other actors such as Salman Khan, Aamir Khan, and Abhishek 
Bachchan played prominent roles in creating Bollywood film style, so their work will 
also be discussed, but Shahrukh Khan’s particular influence is the most noticeable.  
The sheer popularity of the film is important to note. Since its release in 1995, 
DDLJ has remained in Indian theaters (Mehta) and is still showing at the Maratha Mandir 
Cinema at Mumbai Central (TimesCity). Due to its enduring popular success, it would 
inspire many more films to be made in its style and also create a mythological base from 
which other films would stem. Countless films, such as Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna (2006), 
Dil Bole Hadippa! (2009), and most recently Chennai Express (2013) refer directly to 
DDLJ by echoing a scene, a character, a song, or a line. Though Bollywood film was 
already a very self-aware type of filmmaking, DDLJ created an inter-textual mythology 
that has been carried on since its debut. It is rather like the creation myth that all further 
creations refer to, or the progenitor of a new style of film (which is what I position it as). 
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Essentially, it influenced the move into an even more reflexive medium by creating a 
base to which other films could and would refer.  
 DDLJ is the story of two young people, Simran (Kajol) and Raj (Shahrukh 
Khan). Simran’s family is living in England, but her father has arranged her marriage to a 
family friend back in India. Before she is married she is allowed to go on a month-long 
European spree with her friends. Raj is on the same trip with his friends, and throughout 
the trip and a series of mishaps, Simran and Raj fall in love. Raj follows Simran to India 
for her wedding in the hopes of winning over her family and marrying Simran himself. 
Simran’s father proves to be a rather difficult person to please.  
The cinematic elements of this story are the most interesting (and influential) 
parts, particularly the way in which sound and production design are used. Sound in the 
Bollywood film dominates the screen image in a way different than that of other musicals 
as defined in Rick Altman’s analysis of the American film musical. Because Bollywood 
features many song and dance numbers as part of its style, the inclusion of musical genre 
theory does apply in some areas. Altman determines that music in a musical comes to 
stand for personal and communal joy as well as the triumph of the couple in the film. 
There is continuity between realism and rhythmic movement. At key points in the story, 
sound becomes dominant over image (Altman 110). The idea of continuity between 
realism and rhythm is not entirely applicable to the Bollywood film – song and dance 
numbers may often appear out of no realistic tendency. The characters have no realistic 
reason for singing or dancing. This is especially evident in the “item number” featured in 
many Bollywood films. An ‘item number’ is a song and dance that has little or nothing to 
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do with the storyline of the film – it does not advance the narrative or develop characters. 
There is usually no explicit explanation or motivation for the musical number – the 
viewer is left to discover its purpose. Item numbers become more common in neo-
Bollywood films, which are more aware of the anti-realistic nature of the song and dance 
number and exploit it.  
The Bollywood film is not concerned with reality or realism, but other syntactic 
elements of the film musical as defined by Altman are applicable to the Bollywood film, 
particularly that the sound becomes dominant over the image. Altman talks of an audio 
dissolve in the musical film: “The most common form of audio dissolve involves a 
passage from the diegetic track (e.g., conversation) to the music track (e.g., orchestral 
accompaniment) through the intermediary of diegetic music” (63). This dissolve is often 
not present in the Bollywood film because sound is almost always diegetic – there is very 
little background music that the characters do not seem aware of in the diegesis of the 
film. The sound is almost always dominant over the image, and the use of post-recorded 
dialogue and lip-syncing techniques as stylistic elements ensure that the sound is 
dominant. 
Because there is little to no difference between diegetic and non-diegetic sound in 
the Bollywood film, the sound takes on an otherworldly sort of expression where all 
sounds the audience hears the characters also hear. For example, in DDLJ after Simran 
and Raj have rejoined their friends after being temporarily left behind, Simran sits on the 
train waiting to leave. As she waits, she hears a mandolin play. It sounds like it is in the 
room, or would be in the room if the filmmaker were going for a realistic sound, but 
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instead the sound transcends space. Simran reacts to the sound. This is surprising because 
it sounds like non-diegetic music, or music that is not part of the film world, but Simran 
hears the music and goes to investigate its origin. The next shot is of Raj, on a bridge 
nowhere near the train, playing the mandolin, or rather giving the impression of playing, 
even though it is obvious by the movement of his hands that he is not actually playing. 
This also gives the impression of the sound of the film (both dialogue and music) 
transcending the film world. Sounds from another world are matched up with the world 
the viewer sees. The music spoke to Simran from far away – a metaphorical call to her 
heart that is made visible and audible in the film. This idea of the music calling to her 
heart is repeated throughout the film to make her thoughts about Raj audible to the 
audience, a melodramatic reality. 
The sequence on the bridge continues: Raj and Simran have a conversation about 
love, and Raj in a roundabout slightly underhanded way asks if she would consider 
giving up her arranged marriage for him. She declines to answer and returns towards the 
train. As she walks away, Raj says, “If she loves me, she will turn around.” The film cuts 
back and forth between the shot of Raj and the shot of Simran walking. Raj says, “Turn.” 
Simran keeps walking. Right before she gets on the train, Raj again says, “Turn,” and 
Simran, as if in answer, turns to look at him immediately. This gives an impression that 
she heard him more than it was conveniently timed. She hears his request and obeys, 
telling him she loves him too. Even though she would not have been realistically able to 
hear him, his voice is amplified beyond reality into a grandiose, transcendent sound. 
Instead of aiming for reality, the Bollywood film aims for truth and expression. The two 
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characters are able to fully express themselves in a hyper-reality that brings the truth of 
their feelings for each other into a realm that can be expressed uniquely by film.  
It is important that this sound comes from post-production looping because it 
gives it a sense of purity that studio-recorded sound has. The sound itself does not feel 
like it is part of the world that we are watching, precisely because it is not. Though this 
may have started out as a means to an end with the introduction of sound into film 
production in the 1920s and 1930s, Bollywood has maintained this technique as a stylistic 
choice. Other films go to great lengths to capture sound on set or make dubbed audio 
sound as if it were recorded on set, in the moment. Bollywood films do not do this. The 
audio of these films rises to an echoed, transcendent sound that goes outside of the 
narrative world. There is little difference between the sound one hears when Simran is 
speaking out loud and the sound of her narrated thoughts – all comes from the same 
source and sounds the same, giving every word the same narrative weight. 
When Simran reveals to her mother and father that she is in love, the father’s 
disapproval is shown predominantly through the music. We see a shot of him moving 
closer to his daughter, and as he moves, a dramatic, almost operatic soundtrack takes over 
the scene. The music, combined with the father’s wide-eyed stare and Simran’s 
frightened look, raise this scene from an emotional discussion to one of life and death. 
The character’s fate now rides on this discussion and the events that follow. It’s not really 
about happiness or honor to one’s family anymore, but about something more fatal, or 
rather happiness and honor come to a higher playing ground. The father’s point of view is 
that if one doesn’t have honor, one might as well be dead.  Simran’s happiness is now at 
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stake, and from her point of view, if she cannot be happy (which means being with Raj) 
than she might as well die. This aims at a deeper truth – love and happiness are key to 
life. They are the real things to be concerned with, more so than death. This is a similar 
theme to other courtship stories, but the Bollywood film increased the stakes of the 
situation. It is the direct connection of emotion and death that sets the Bollywood film 
apart.  
If people have heard of Bollywood, they have mostly heard that the films feature 
exotic song and dance numbers. Though this is not the only thing that defines a 
Bollywood film, it is one of the most important. The Bollywood song and dance numbers 
function on several levels. The songs create a sense of community and family with 
romance as an integral part of that experience. The songs come at a time when words and 
monologues just will not do – the true declaration of love comes only when expressed 
publically, performed in front of others. The film nods to performance and what it 
accomplishes by including the song and dance numbers. It also makes way for interesting 
and challenging juxtapositions in editing. 
The scene that opens Raj and Simran’s eyes to their love for each other is a song 
and dance sequence. The production design throughout this sequence is particularly 
interesting and typical of many Bollywood song and dance sequences. Previously the 
setting for each scene has followed a narrative trajectory, but as soon as this song begins, 
the setting is no longer concerned with narrative continuity. The setting is subject to the 
music, or the image is subject to the sound, more so than in any other part of the film. 
The characters will appear in one place in one shot, and then appear in another 
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completely different place in the next shot. The settings are not just different rooms in the 
same building – they are more like completely separate buildings and often completely 
different cities and countries. For example, the song begins in a barn at night. The next 
set of shots is of Simran crazily running down a road in the daytime, pursued by Raj. 
Suddenly Simran is on a train and Raj is chasing after the train. They jump from one 
location to another with complete suspension of narrative time. They are no longer 
following the rules or continuity of the narrative but have begun to embody a state of 
mind instead. The film moves from spatial and temporal continuity to emotion or spiritual 
continuity. 
The couple suddenly appears in the mountains. Simran has changed clothes and 
dances in the snow. Next Raj appears in a room with a swimming pool searching for 
Simran, and she appears in the water in a swimming suit. They have transcended time 
and space in a simple cut of film. It is not quite a dream sequence that only one of them is 
experiencing, but it is not quite a reality either. The combination of editing and 
production design in this instance (and in many Bollywood song and dance numbers) 
creates a fantasy space that allows for the full, uninhibited expression of emotion. It also 
gives the impression that the full expression of emotion cannot be fully realized unless 
through a grand gesture – a song, a dance, a monologue, or a performance of some kind. 
There are no questions about a character’s intentions – Simran means to seduce Raj, and 
sings a song to him telling him that. Performances are done with clear intentions and 
maximum expression. 
Production design in the Bollywood film is most noticeably concerned with color 
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and costume. Scenes are saturated with bright colors. There is an energy and vitality 
expressed in the clothing itself. This is obviously directly tied to the cultural clothing of 
India – sarees and salwar suits are often brightly colored and covered in sequins. The 
bright colors are not kept strictly to scenes with traditional Indian clothing – any sort of 
European or Western clothing is also brightly colored. If not brightly colored, some 
element is exaggerated. For example, Raj spends much of the film wearing Western and 
European clothing. The colors are not necessarily bright, but his European feathered hat 
becomes a symbol or trademark of his character and the film. It is not a hat that someone 
would casually wear, and yet he appropriates the hat for that very reason. The eclectic 
costume choice and bright colors make the viewer aware of what he is seeing. It is as if 
the eyes are suddenly awake to all of the colors they could be seeing. The colors function 
similarly to the songs and the sound – they are larger than life and more expressive than 
life. They are constructed and chosen and they are presented as constructed and chosen so 
that the viewer is once again aware that he is watching a film. This allows the emotions 
expressed by the costumes and film style to be more honest, with no pretense of 
cinematic convention of reality. 
 
Acting Style and Cinematography in Kuch Kuch Hota Hai 
 Kuch Kuch Hota Hai (Something Happens Inside; 1998) (K2H2) again features 
Shahrukh Khan and Kajol as the main pair of lovers. These and other actors repeatedly 
costarring in films and the success of those films perpetuate the idea and fact of film as 
popular myth. This film also marks the directing debut of Karan Johar, son of already 
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established filmmaker Yash Johar. It seems appropriate to acknowledge the family and 
community nature of Bollywood film production because it explains the emergence of 
certain styles. Sons learn filmmaking from their fathers and develop their own style based 
on that upbringing. It also echoes the themes those styles bring to films, namely that of 
community and family being of paramount importance. 
 K2H2 actually seems like two films in one. It begins as the story of a little girl, 
Anjali (Sana Saeed), whose mother Tina (Rani Mukherjee) died in complications from 
giving birth to her. Tina left little Anjali eight letters to read on her first eight birthdays. 
The final letter tells little Anjali all about her father Rahul (Shahrukh Khan) and his best 
friend from college, Anjali, the little girl’s namesake (Kajol). The letter’s information is 
seen through extensive flashback to Rahul and Anjali’s college days. At the end of the 
letter, little Anjali is charged with getting Rahul and adult Anjali together. Though Tina 
loved Rahul, she felt she came in between his true love with Anjali. The second half of 
the film focuses on little Anjali trying to get Rahul and adult Anjali together, which is 
complicated by Anjali’s fiancé, Aman (Salman Khan). What are most noticeable are the 
acting style and the cinematography exhibited generally throughout the film. This film 
serves as a general example of these two qualities in Bollywood film at the time.   
 Everything the actors do is more than it should be if they were going for a realistic 
portrayal of human behavior. Every move is choreographed, rather like the dances that 
happen so frequently in the film. There is not a moment that is not planned, rehearsed, 
and executed with perfection. There is very little subtlety and no spontaneous subtlety. 
Rahul physically shakes while trying to hold back tears, which regularly occurs 
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throughout the film – the emotion a character feels must be seen loudly and visually in 
the Bollywood film. It must be extreme. Friendship and forgiveness are signified through 
a choreographed, formal friendship handshake. Emotions are expressed externally and 
without restraint. The acting style of the Bollywood film embodies this idea – if the 
character is feeling an emotion, the acting style must manifest that emotion physically 
and in grandiose gestures. This is a style that Shahrukh Khan is known for. Vasudevan 
describes the effects of such a style: 
Khan’s performance style markedly lacks any of the conventional signs of 
interiority, and plays on a hyperbolic surface histrionics… The audience is 
denied clear signs of ‘plausible’ emotional drive, so that declarations of 
romantic intent, and also declarations of identity—what he believes, what 
values he holds dear in terms of a definition of who he is—come across as 
gestural and performative. (369) 
 
This is a style that many other actors match in K2H2 and in other films. It brings a level 
of plainness and honestly to the performance. A character is exactly who he says he is. 
 The wedding scene towards the end of the film is both the emotional and stylistic 
climax. The dilemma between grooms is depicted in such a way that it becomes a life and 
death decision. Adult Anjali sobs as she is presented with the choice between the man she 
has promised to marry, Aman, and the man she loves, Rahul. Everyone in the room, 
excluding Anjali’s fiancé, Aman, is tearful at the scene. Anjali acts as if someone might 
die with her decision, whichever way she decides. She cries as if she is unwillingly a 
murderer, her hand forced to kill by outside forces. Love may very well kill someone. No 
emotions are held back now. Every feeling is out there to be seen and experienced by the 
viewer and the other characters. There are no pretenses – all has come to the surface and 
must now be confronted.  
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 In the beginning of this sequence we see Rahul and Anjali in an upstairs bedroom. 
Anjali is in her wedding gown about to go to her wedding. Rahul walks up to her, and in 
a slow gesture, Rahul takes Anjali’s hand and repeats a charade from earlier in the film: 
he pulls her hand to his chest, then holds her hand to his heart, and then moves their 
hands back to Anjali, all together signifying “I love you”. Tears stream down Anjali’s 
face – more tears than are usually depicted as realistic in the film world. It is exaggerated 
and performed emotion, or more fully experienced and expressed than what we see in life 
or in film. Now all emotions are out in the open. Both Rahul and Anjali are crying 
uninhibitedly. Their movements are slow and calculated, and more full of meaning this 
way. Anjali makes choking sounds as she cries, as if the passion is so fully consuming 
her body that she cannot breathe or speak. The acting style in these scenes is intentionally 
unreal – it shows the violence and power of feelings that in reality are often left 
unexpressed or are more subtly expressed. All emotion is seen on the exterior in gestures. 
It raises the stakes of the events of the film to matters of mortality.  
 Once Aman has given Anjali to Rahul and they can finally be together, they are 
still crying so heavily that they cannot even embrace. When they finally do embrace, they 
sob together. In the world of Bollywood, people are fully ruled by their emotions. They 
are so powerfully altered by their feelings that they cannot function normally.  
 What matters most in this film is the risk of emotional destruction. Physical death 
is surpassed in importance by the idea that two people who love each other may not be 
together. This is a common theme in Bollywood, with emphasis upon it shifting 
depending on the genre of the film. In these films, it is more important to love than to 
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live. That is, death is not an everyday concern. If a character dies, as Tina does in the 
beginning of K2H2, the focus is placed more on the love that the remaining characters 
feel rather than the actual death or the absence of the person. Love is an everyday as well 
as eternal concern. This is why matters of the heart are treated with such freedom and 
power of expression. They are the end-all and be-all of the Bollywood world.  
 The sequence ends with literally every main character (and many minor 
characters and extras) wiping a tear from their eyes. We get a shot of each of them – the 
pain and joy of the main characters is not something they experience alone. It is a 
community pain and joy, a familial pain and joy. Each person in a Bollywood film affects 
and is affected by the other people in the film. It is not only Shahrukh Khan who employs 
an intensely emotional acting style – it is every actor. They match in acting style, a 
community of similarly minded performers rather than a group of individuals.  
The acting style gives the viewer a sense of what is really at stake for these 
characters – and what is at stake in human experience in general. The moments that are 
most important in life are these moments with lovers and family members. Though Tina’s 
character dies at the beginning of the film, we do not see her death. It is rarely even 
discussed. The things of primary concern are the current state of the family and the future 
of the family. They are the most dramatic. It is as if everything the characters are feeling 
on the inside in these situations is made completely external and visible, and is amplified 
to a level where it takes on life or death importance, further evidence of Bollywood as a 
melodramatic mode. The film reaches “…a climatic moment at which the characters are 
able to confront one another with full expressivity, to fix in large gestures the meaning of 
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their relations and existence” (Brooks 4). Their relations mean everything – relationships 
are life itself.  
The camera movements echo the acting style of the film in expression. One 
particular moment of note is when little Anjali is reading her final letter from her 
deceased mother. Her mother gives her the charge of getting Rahul and Anjali together. 
The flashback sequence brought by reading the letter ends, and the viewer sees little 
Anjali reading the letter, tears streaming down her face. The reading of the letter 
functions rather like a viewer watching a film. The expression of events is meant to cause 
the viewer to feel, to move to action, just like little Anjali is moved in the film.  
Little Anjali continues to read the letter, and the viewer hears Tina’s voice narrate 
the words she is reading. As she reads the camera moves from one side of the room to the 
other, increasing in speed as it goes. Tina tells little Anjali to return Anjali to her first 
love, to get Rahul and Anjali together. The camera quickly moves in from a wide shot to 
a close up, not once but five times, from five different angles. This is a movement 
common to cinematography (especially textbook Hollywood productions) in which 
important character realizations are dramatized by the camera moving in quickly to a 
close up of a character’s facial expression, giving immediacy to the moment and 
heightening the tension. Other films use this type of shot once. That the film repeats this 
shot five times not only raises the importance of the moment – it also makes the viewer 
explicitly aware that this is the most important moment. The film is keenly aware what 
that sort of dollying-in shot does, and tells the audience that it is aware by using it 
repeatedly. The shots also give a sense that the character of Anjali is now fully realized – 
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the viewer has literally seen her from all sides as she is given her quest. Bollywood style 
reveals fuller, more intense understanding of a person, her emotions, and her desires.  
There is also an element of spirituality communicated through the camera 
movements. The camera creates a bodiless spectator who sees all events equally, and 
shows the effect of certain actions on other people not immediately involved in the scene 
at hand. For example, little Anjali and her grandparents go to adult Anjali’s old college 
residence hall. They ask the woman working there to tell where Anjali went. The woman 
refuses. The viewer then sees little Anjali praying. She wears a red scarf covering her 
head and the camera flies past her as she prays, suggesting movement and bodilessness. 
The same camera movement occurs in a juxtaposed scene in which Anjali’s mother 
attempts to set Anjali’s marriage date. Little Anjali cannot have adult Anjali get married 
unless it is to her father, so she asks God to postpone the wedding. The camera circling 
little Anjali as she prays is matched with shots of adult Anjali’s mother trying to set the 
wedding date. The camera circles at the same pace in both scenes, connecting them in 
movement and giving the direct impression that little Anjali’s actions are causing the 
events in the shot of Anjali’s mother. It is revealed that the astrological signs are not right 
for Anjali to be married at that time – little Anjali’s prayers are answered. Her actions 
motivate the camera movements, which in turn motivate the juxtaposed scene’s camera to 
move, and the events of the film are altered.  
K2H2 is also notable for its use of slow motion, a technique that will become 
more important in later films, especially neo-Bollywood film. There are two key 
sequences in which slow motion techniques are used. The first is when Rahul and Anjali 
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are first reunited and they reprise the song “Ladki Badi Anjani Hai (This Girl is So 
Strange)” at the summer camp. This is one of the first moments that slow motion singing 
happens in Bollywood film, an element that becomes a staple of the style. It gives the 
effect of expanding time to dwell on subtle moments. This is interesting because even 
subtle moments are not subtle in a Bollywood film. The minutiae of the scene are filmed 
in slow motion so that no emotion or glance goes unseen. The song begins in regular 
speed, but as Anjali and Rahul look at each other, the speed of the film slows down, 
giving more weight to their gaze at each other and their reactions to the gaze. During the 
song, the film repeatedly shifts between regular motion and slow motion. Whenever there 
is a romantic moment between Rahul and Anjali, the film speed slows down to give those 
moments more importance. It also suggests that romance has the ability to slow down 
time, or that love is capable of changing the very temporality of the characters’ existence. 
This idea is echoed in the use of romantic fantasy songs, such as the song in DDLJ in 
which settings and times lose their narrative realism in favor of an emotional realism. The 
use of slow motion is common in the Bollywood film, especially the films of the 1990s 
and early 2000s, but realizes a more intense use in the neo-Bollywood film. 
DDLJ and K2H2 are indirectly followed by Kabhi Kushi Kabhie Gham 
(Sometimes Happiness, Sometimes Sadness, 2001) (K3G), which is made almost as a 
sequel to K2H2. This film is more expressively dramatic than the others, or rather it takes 
the Bollywood expression a step further, making a more reflexive film that is well on its 
way to becoming neo-Bollywood. When there is tension between a father and son, there 
is also a crash of thunder (no rain, just the sound of thunder). When a character dies and 
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everyone in Chandni Chowk is in mourning, the rain falls thick and heavy. The 
characters’ sadness is translated into the film’s sadness – the film world echoes the 
emotions of the characters. The character cries and the world cries. The characters clash 
and we hear the world clash. The main characters are happy and the entire community 
breaks into song and dance. There is not a literal explanation for these elements more 
than that they are echoing the experiences of the characters, taking their inner experiences 
and making them part of the physical and visual film world.  
Further evidence of the mythology created by earlier films appears in K3G. The 
couple played by Shahrukh Khan and Kajol are named Rahul and Anjali, recalling K2H2. 
Other actors from K2H2 also appear in essentially the same roles they played in K2H2. 
One young boy who spent much of his screen time in K2H2 attempting to count the stars 
is seen doing the same thing in K3G. These intertextual references show the move to a 
more reflexive cinema that will characterize neo-Bollywood film.  
These films show the viewer a world in which an individual’s actions have 
tangible effects on the world around them – the world echoes their feelings and thoughts. 
The Bollywood film has at its center people who are not truly individuals. They are part 
of a greater web of people. A son’s actions affect the father’s life, not only in the 
narrative but also in the experience and style of the film. This interdependence between 






Stylized Action and Self-Awareness in Dhoom 
We have looked at two romantic drama Bollywood films, and though they have 
elements of action in them they are not typical action films. Popular Indian films are 
interesting from the perspective of genre because of their creation of the "masala" genre 
film. Masala, usually used in reference to food, means "spicy mix", which is what 
popular Indian masala films try to achieve - a mix of all genres to satisfy the film taste 
buds of everyone watching. A popular Indian film may be a romantic film, like DDLJ, 
but it also has elements of violence and action in it. For example, near the end of DDLJ, 
Rohit and his cronies beat Raj to a pulp before he escapes on the train. There is an 
element of a crime drama thrown into the spicy mix. Many Indian masala films heavily 
feature one genre with bits of other genres thrown in. Sometimes these are thoroughly 
mixed throughout the film, one genre flowing into another, and sometimes they are more 
compartmentalized, such as in the film Ghajini (2008), a Bollywood retelling of Memento 
(2000) in which flashbacks are almost entirely romantic drama while the present events 
are is crime and action drama. It is like two or three movies have been cut together. To 
show that the elements of the Bollywood film identified in the two films already 
discussed are not exclusive to the romantic drama genre (because Bollywood style 
transcends genre) I will now turn to an action crime thriller, Dhoom (Blast; 2004). 
Dhoom is the first in a trilogy of action films. It is the story of a star policeman, 
Jai (Abhishek Bachchan) out to capture a ring of thieves, particularly their leader Kabir 
(John Abraham), who make their getaways on souped-up motorcycles. He enlists the help 
of bumbling motorcycle thief and salesman Ali (Uday Chopra) and the two set out on a 
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series of chases attempting to capture the thieves. Dhoom was successful enough in the 
box office and among audiences to spawn two sequels (and potentially more) and 
exhibits the typical Bollywood style for action films.  
If there is one thing that the Bollywood action film tries to embody, it is "cool". 
Dhoom features an over abundance of cool behavior. This is equivalent to all of the 
crying and emotional drama that happens in the Bollywood romantic drama - it is the full 
expression of another emotion or way of living, in which one is constantly in control. 
This over-expression of confidence is always validated.  
Part of this element of cool involves the extreme objectification of women. 
Though one could write (and many have) an entire book on this subject in action films, 
Bollywood style takes the usually subtler sensuality of women in action films and makes 
it a literal sensuality – the women dance scantily clad, climbing on top of men and 
swiveling their hips in song and dance numbers mostly unrelated to the narrative. The 
end sequence of Dhoom even goes so far as to feature a woman and Kabir, even though 
he is the villain and died at the end of the film, dancing sensually, covered in mud. But 
this objectification and voyeuristic element of Bollywood stars is not limited to women – 
men are often shown in similarly voyeuristic moments, especially in neo-Bollywood 
films. This objectification is the result of the stylized choreography of both the action and 
dance sequences, which the women have little to no part in except to distract men with 
their beauty. This is just another example of the Bollywood style – Bollywood takes a 




Dhoom is about the idea of film and performance. The characters in the film 
almost explicitly acknowledge that they are making a film, or the characters compare 
their lives to film performances. For example, Ali finally gets the girl he loves to admit 
that she is fond of him, but just as he does, Jai calls him away. He says, "For the first time 
in my life I'm starting on a love scene," meaning he was aware of the filmic nature of the 
romance. With these words he declares himself a film hero onscreen, thus making his 
performance more honest. He blatantly admits his existence is a movie, so the viewer 
thinks of him all the more as a film hero as the film moves into the action. This 
admittance is immediately followed by a long action sequence in which the Bollywood 
style as applied to action is perfectly displayed, reinforcing the exclusively filmic 
existence. 
Ali jumps from the riverbank into the boat, a completely physically impossible 
jump for someone to make (in fact, it looks more like he floats because it is obvious he is 
doing wire stunt work for the jump). Ali looks proud of his jump, and Jai shakes his head 
at him, as if Ali is ridiculous. Jai then drives the speedboat towards the road and makes 
the boat jump over the road, defying any sort of earthly rules of gravity. This is only the 
first of many impossibilities in the film. The concluding chase scene breaks laws of 
physics left and right. For example, the boat is dragged behind a semi-truck via a giant 
grappling hook. There are explosions for no apparent reason. The characters do 
impossible back flips. There are many slow motion fight sequences. The film is 
presenting the idea of action more than action itself – it is action for the sake of action. 
The performance of action sequences, the choreographed and planned nature of the 
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sequences, is not something that the film tries to hide, but something it tries to explore 
and prominently feature. 
Over-dramatization of action in Dhoom changes the stakes of the film. In a 
realistic crime thriller, the hero finds himself threatened with physical death or 
incarceration. In Dhoom, the stakes are more about betrayal and love – emotional and 
relationship concerns – than anything else. Because of the supernatural and extreme 
nature of the fight scenes, the fights are not taken seriously. They are more about a battle 
of wits where the man most capable of manipulating the film reality is the one who wins. 
This is especially seen in the final fight between Kabir and Jai as they stand on top of a 
speeding semi-truck. With each blow, the characters react with varying levels of gravity 
defiance. At first they do not move with each received hit – the blows have no 
momentum. As the fight continues and the punches are thrown harder, the men begin to 
react more physically. Jai is hit so hard that he does a flip to avoid falling down. There is 
no physically possible scenario in which this kind of physics would work in the viewer’s 
reality. It may appear unreal, but it is actually more expressive of the nature of the fight. 
Jai and Kabir are challenging each other’s grasp on the physics of the world in which 
they exist. The winner of the fight is the one who defies physics for the longest, or rather 
out-performs the other fighter, as has the most control over the situation.  
The flips and gravity-defying moves become more and more extreme as the fight 
continues, until the semi-truck is stopped and the fight becomes a motorcycle chase. It is 
more of a stand off than a chase. Jai is somehow magically able to appear at the complete 
opposite end of a field from where he was standing in the previous shot, once again 
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showing the Bollywood lack of respect for any sort of spatial continuity required in 
American action movies as proof that they are ‘real’. Ali appears at the other end of the 
field on his bike. They corner Kabir, and Kabir chooses to drive off a cliff onto the rocky 
shore below rather than be caught. Their last stand off is not realistically depicted, and it 
therefore takes on a more expressive, metaphorical or emotional meaning than a 
physically bound fight would. It is more about the expression of the emotional reality of 
the standoff than a physical reproduction of what a real standoff might look like.  
 
Bollywood as Truth 
 Not all Indian films have been made in the Bollywood style. What is known as the 
parallel cinema movement, or films in India that strive for realism, was prolific from the 
1950s-1980s beginning with the films of Satyajit Ray. But this movement experienced a 
decline during the 1990s when the melodramatic Bollywood style fully emerged as the 
dominant form. Most Hindi-language Indian films were made in the Bollywood style in 
the 1990s and early 2000s, though there are a few that do not adhere to all aspects of the 
style. For example, Pushpaka Vimana (Pushpaka Aircraft, 1987) is a silent film with no 
dance numbers, though some of the melodramatic style is still present in other aspects of 
the film. Black (2005) is an Indian drama without songs, though it is similarly 
melodramatic at times. It strives for more realism than Bollywood films do. These are 
just two notable exceptions to some of the Bollywood style rules – there are many films 
that show parts but not all of the style.  
The song and dance number is particularly vital to the Bollywood film because it 
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most perfectly combines all the elements of the style at once in one sequence of the film. 
It is the pinnacle of the style – the point that is most melodramatic and therefore most 
fully expressive. The films that exhibit more of the Bollywood style as I have defined it, 
with all aspects of the film agreeing in their expression of the extreme, are the most 
successful films in that they appear as a cohesive whole and most clearly communicate 
their themes. If a Bollywood film is meant to communicate the community and 
generational nature of human experience, as well as the supremacy of spiritual and 
emotional realities, then the films that express this in every aspect of their making are the 
most successful. They are also the most self-aware of their nature as films. 
Bollywood is more honest, or more truthful, than other styles of cinema because it 
has no pretenses about being anything but cinema. The films acknowledge right up front 
that what you are watching is not reality. Many types of film try to lull you into the idea 
that what you are watching is real – they spend so much time and effort convincing you 
that what you are watching happened on some level of reality. Bollywood does not do 
that – you step into a Bollywood film and are instantly denied a world that adheres to 
your preconception of reality. What you see is a performance that knows it is a 
performance and tells you so. The films present to you the idea of performing rather than 
the idea of reality, and the performance is motivated by real human characteristics and 
emotions. You are made more aware of these real human impulses and through that idea 
you get a more truthful, realistic experience than if they attempted to make you believe 




 This becomes even more of a point of discussion in the neo-Bollywood 
movement. The films often present stories about film or people’s interaction with the 
cinema. Real life and cinema life are often one and the same literally in the narrative, 
rather than alluded to in a more subtle or sub-textual way. The style of the Bollywood 




Chapter 2: Neo-Bollywood Style 
Around the time that Bollywood had solidified the foundation of its new style in 
the 1990s and early 2000s, two other film movements found their way into the broad 
spectrum of Indian cinema. One is neo-Bollywood, which will be the focus of this 
chapter. The other is the resurgence of what is know as parallel cinema. Parallel cinema 
saw a golden age from the 1950s to the 1970s with the films of Satyajit Ray and other 
filmmakers concerned with presenting a more visually and thematically realistic portrayal 
of life and experience. Parallel cinema is also known as India’s art cinema, which is a 
problematic term because it assumes that the popular and commercial Bollywood film 
could not be art, an assumption that is far too broad and without substantial evidence to 
be accurate. What is art film anyway? That is a question for another thesis.  
Parallel cinema faded into relative obscurity in the 1980s as the contemporary 
Indian film, or Bollywood style film, began its development. A resurgence of parallel 
films came, beginning in the late 1990s but flowering from 2005 onwards with films like 
Udaan (Flight; 2010) and Dhobi Ghat (Mumbai Diaries; 2010). The line between parallel 
cinema and Bollywood cinema becomes increasingly blurred in many cases as we 
examine Hindi films up until 2013. Neo-Bollywood stands firmly and loudly on its own.  
 
What is Neo-Bollywood? 
 Bollywood is essentially melodrama applied not only to the narrative but also to 
the style. The camera movements are melodramatic, the lighting is melodramatic, and the 
acting style is melodramatic. Filmic elements are larger than life and bigger than reality. 
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Nothing is left unexpressed, and with this excess of expression comes a spiritual or 
emotional truth. Neo-Bollywood heightens the Bollywood style. Emotions reach a level 
higher than that of earlier Bollywood film. Lows are lower and highs are higher. Item 
songs, and song and dance numbers in general, have less to do with the story and more to 
do with simply showing or performing. The two biggest changes from Bollywood to neo-
Bollywood are the increased self-awareness of the films and the theme of performance 
that the films bring to the forefront. Essentially, neo-Bollywood takes a postmodern look 
at the Bollywood style. The idea of excess and performance becomes the plot of a film. 
The film is then also filmed in an exaggerated Bollywood way, leaving the film as a 
melodramatic portrayal of melodrama. There are multiple layers of performance, and the 
film seeks to make the viewer aware of these levels. 
 Bollywood was always a style very aware of its existence as a style – it consists of 
films that are stylistically aware they are films and not depictions of reality. Every filmic 
element is used to express the emotional truths of the characters and to create a world that 
is not a physical reality but an emotional or spiritual reality. By doing so, the Bollywood 
film creates a more human reality – the emotions and spiritual experiences that connect 
all people are the true human reality. The neo-Bollywood film takes this truth a step 
further by distancing the film even further from physical reality – it becomes reflexive 
more than self-aware. There is an exponential growth in excess. It is postmodern in that it 
“contain(s) a surplus of meaning that spills over in its own excesses” (Willette). This is 
often accomplished by making the elements of a Bollywood film – or filmmaking in 
general – part of the narrative of the film itself. An obvious and important example of this 
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is Om Shanti Om (2007). The entire premise of the film is based on a production studio 
back lot. The leading lady is a film star who is spliced into classic Bollywood scenes 
from the 1970s via digital effects. The leading man is a junior star trying to make it big in 
the industry. In the film, filmmaking is life. The film constantly refers to other films and 
includes perhaps the largest assembled cameo sequence in film history, in which one star 
after another emerges from backstage to basically celebrate their own stardom and the 
popular Indian film industry. Pieces of songs, dances, and gestures from other iconic 
films appear throughout the sequence, such as when Kajol appears for a brief moment 
and she and Shahrukh Khan re-enact part of a K2H2 dance sequence. Neo-Bollywood 
films are significantly more intertextual. They refer constantly to other films either in 
image or in narrative. They also are generally more concerned with the idea of 
performance – what is the function of performance? What is the function of film 
performance?  
The mode of presentation in Bollywood film is very related to theater and stage 
productions. It is presentational and frontal, as if there is an imagined audience watching 
in seats as the film is being made. This audience is the eventual film audience, but it is 
also often an audience within the diegetic world. People don’t actually have to be 
watching onscreen in the story of the film – the events are presented in such a way as if 
there were people watching, whether there are or are not. Neo-Bollywood makes the 
presentational element of Bollywood more literal. A song may be presented on a stage 
rather than as part of the character’s world, and the acting style is never spontaneous or 
natural but rehearsed and performative, even more so than in Bollywood films. 
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Generally, the entirety of a Bollywood film is public and viewed. There are no private 
moments. Neo-Bollywood makes this part of the narrative and addresses it explicitly. The 
films are often about the filmmaking or performing process or the nature of performance 
in general. Characters will comment on how film-like something is, or how "filmi" 
something is. Usually when the word filmi is used it is in reference to something being 
over-the-top, melodramatic, or exaggerated, which the characters identify as filmic traits. 
The characters in Bollywood films seem to know of their existence in a film or 
performance. This becomes literal in neo-Bollywood. 
There is a continual acknowledgement that the film world is a world unto itself 
where things like melodramatic romance and action happen, and neo-Bollywood presents 
this world in contrast with the “real” world or a more realistic or traditional world where 
editing is focused on continuity and other film elements are focused on presenting a more 
traditional Hollywood filmic realism instead of a Bollywood fantasy. 
 A person is who they appear to be in a Bollywood film. The performance given 
by an actor in a Bollywood film is not an internalized performance but an externalized or 
openly performative one. Every character is conscious of being watched and performs in 
that way.  In neo-Bollywood, the idea of performed behavior becomes the topic of many 
of the scenes. There is an increased interaction with the imaginary audience, both in 
direct address and in dialogue with other characters. “The subject is constituted in and 
through an address to an audience. This is relayed through ‘public’ modes of performance 
and mise-en-scene which the excess acting, acting conventions, and setting impart to a 
character’s narrative functions” (Vasudevan 44). Often films are about characters’ 
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interactions with films, or take place in a reality that is heavily influenced by film.  
Many times, in neo-Bollywood films, a song may refer to how film-like the 
events of the film are. For example, 3 Idiots (2009), a film that is largely not 
melodramatic in narrative (but still a bit in style), features a song, “Zoobi Doobi”, in 
which the two main characters sing about how their new-found love makes them feel, 
saying (translated from Hindi) “Just like it happens in the movies, it's happening in the 
exact same way.” This is a common characteristic of the neo-Bollywood film – the film 
acknowledges and uses the Bollywood film form. Whereas in the Bollywood film the 
self-awareness was seen in the style of the film, the self-awareness of neo-Bollywood is 
seen additionally in its narrative, often explicitly stated by film characters. If Bollywood 
films are concerned with expressing an emotional or spiritual truth, then neo-Bollywood 
films are even more truthful because they acknowledge more explicitly their constructed 
nature as films. Bollywood films imply knowledge of other films and sometimes 
explicitly state their knowledge, but in neo-Bollywood, film is an explicit part of the film, 
sometimes in narrative but always in style.  
The filmic elements that change the most from Bollywood to neo-Bollywood are 
the acting style, cinematography, song and dance numbers, and extent of intertextuality. I 
will discuss three films that particularly display or make reference to these changes. A 
discussion of these films in comparison with the films discussed in the previous chapter 
should bring a rounded view of the style of the contemporary popular Hindi film 




Acting Style in Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi 
 In my discussion of the Bollywood film I neglected study of the narratives to 
focus more on the style. Though I will continue that pattern, in some instances the 
narrative of the film becomes a more prominent part of the style of the film, making 
referring to it important for a more complete stylistic analysis. Such a film is Rab Ne 
Bana Di Jodi (A Match Made By God; 2008) (RNBDJ).   
 The narrative of RNBDJ is that of Suri (Shahrukh Khan), an average man living 
an average life with an average job. He visits his former teacher whose daughter, Taani 
(Anushka Sharma), is to be married that day in a love marriage (as opposed to a 
traditional arranged marriage). Upon first seeing Taani, Suri falls deeply in love. As fate 
would have it, a deadly bus accident befalls Taani’s groom and her father has a heart 
attack from the shock. Taani’s father’s dying wish is that Suri take Taani as his wife, 
which Suri and Taani both reluctantly agree to do. Suri then takes his new bride Taani 
home with him, to the shock of everyone who knows Suri. Taani tells Suri that she does 
not think she will ever be able to love again, which Suri understands. Still, Suri decides 
he is going to find a way to make Taani fall in love with him. He takes her to the movies 
and sees her laughing so happily and enjoying the film hero’s performance so much that 
he determines to dress up like a hero to surprise her. His friend Bobby, a very trendy 
barber, cuts and styles Suri’s hair and lends him new clothes, transforming him into a 
film hero. Suri shows up at Taani’s dance class in his new outfit and she does not 
recognize him. He decides to create a new persona, Raj (named for Raj Kapoor, arguably 
the most famous of all classic Indian film stars), and begins to lead a double life. Suri 
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attempts to woo Taani as both Raj and himself. Suri is quiet, unable to express his 
feelings to Taani, but Raj is constantly proclaiming his love for her.  
 The most interesting aspect of this story is that the narrative is entirely a construct 
for Shahrukh Khan to play two completely different roles. When he performs as Raj, he 
plays a melodramatic version of his melodramatic film-self, as well as a combination of 
other actors. Raj is basically a concentrated version of every film hero. Suri is what the 
actor defines as the complete opposite – an ordinary man. In his portrayal of Suri, 
however, there is an excess of ordinariness. The contrast between the two characters acts 
as a commentary on the nature of film performance itself and the function of film. The 
only way Suri can fully express his feelings is by becoming a Bollywood star. He comes 
to life whenever he is playing Raj, and he is able to express his feelings for Taani. The 
film is set up so that we are watching a performance, then watching a performance of a 
performance, and at some points even watching a performance of a performance of a 
performance, as when Suri is performing as Raj who is performing a dance with Taani. 
There are so many layers of performance that one becomes confused as to which world is 
reality and which is fantasy. Reality is potentially an experience in which films are a 
catalyst for or interact with reality.  
 The acting style is even more external in neo-Bollywood than it is in Bollywood 
film. Every internal dilemma a character faces is manifested externally and visually on 
the screen. Interior emotions do not exist in Shahrukh Khan’s performance. His depiction 
of Suri is every bit about using his body to outwardly convey an emotion. Suri is uptight, 
restrained, and quiet in his movements – his movements, posture, diction, and behavior 
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define who he is as a person. For example, when Taani approaches Suri near the 
beginning of the film as he sits typing at his computer, Taani’s presence startles him and 
he fumbles awkwardly and excessively with the computer before he can respond. This is 
just one example of Suri’s many excessively bumbling moments. Raj, on the other hand, 
is loose, laid-back, and loud. He boldly and loudly flirts with Taani from the first time he 
interacts with her, and when she tells him to stop flirting he says he cannot because it is 
who he is. Suri stammers through his lines, while Raj performs them with rehearsed 
perfection. One particular scene that illustrates the stark physical difference between the 
two characterizations occurs when Suri goes dressed as Raj to meet Taani at his friend’s 
garage for the first time. The viewer sees Suri get out of the car dressed in Raj’s clothes. 
He is Suri and not Raj, despite his clothing, because he has Suri’s posture and timid, 
shuffling walk. As soon as Suri puts on sunglasses, he transforms himself physically into 
another person. His posture straightens and he struts into the garage. It is only through the 
Bollywood character of Raj that Suri can fully express himself. It is only through film or 
filmic gestures that true emotions can be expressed.  
Whenever Suri is pretending to be Raj, Shahrukh Khan performs with a 
melodramatic acting style – he basically acts the way he does in most other Bollywood 
style films only more. The transformation is complete. He is loud, he is brash, and he 
proclaims every emotion he has out loud, for all to hear, often quoting other Bollywood 
films to do so. Raj has a catchphrase: “Hum hain raahi pyar ke, phir milenge, chalte 
chalte”, which roughly translates as “we are travelers on the paths of love, we will meet 
again down the road”. This sentence is a combination of three separate Hindi film titles. 
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Not only does Raj repeat this throughout the film, but it is also the chorus of the big item 
song in the middle of the film. Raj not only walks like a Bollywood star, but he talks, 
sings, and dances like one too.  
 This reflexive switch in acting style defines neo-Bollywood. Shahrukh Khan is 
not playing a character named Raj – he is playing a film character or type named Raj. He 
is playing an over-expressive version of an already over-expressive Bollywood hero. This 
excess on top of excess is a defining characteristic of the postmodern neo-Bollywood 
film. Characters are aware when they are acting filmi, which is most always the case. 
There is often a contrast presented between someone who is acting in a melodramatic 
way (like Suri) and someone who is acting in a self-aware, melodramatic way (like Raj). 
RNBDJ is intriguing because this contrast is made in one and the same person throughout 
the film.  
This contrast is seen most visually during the song “Tujh Mein Rab Dikhta Hai (I 
See My God in You)”.  Raj takes Taani on a day trip, and he sings to her as Raj as they 
visit temples and ride on a motorcycle through the countryside. However, when Taani is 
not looking at Raj, Suri replaces Raj. Whenever Taani sees Suri, he is instantly Raj again. 
There is no visual transformation between Raj and Suri as there was in the earlier scene 
in which the viewer watches Suri’s awkward, slouched behavior transform into Raj’s 
confident strutting film hero persona. The transformation during this scene takes place 
with an editing cut. Continuity editing is abandoned for a more expressive cutting to 
illustrate the pulls between the two identities Shahrukh Khan embodies. In one shot, Suri 
will be singing to Taani, but in the next shot Raj will be in his place. It even gets to the 
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point where Raj watches Taani dance with Suri, Raj shown in one shot and Suri and 
Taani in another, confusing the reality of the film even more and contrasting the 
characters and their worlds even more. Who is real? 
Raj is creating a filmic reality for Taani in this song, transforming her life into a 
movie and thereby showing awareness that full expression of emotion comes through 
films. Brooks claims that, in melodramatic style, the characters “give voice to their 
deepest feelings” (4). The characters in neo-Bollywood give voice to their deepest 
feelings by enacting filmic scenarios and explicitly labeling them as such. They 
acknowledge that Bollywood is an expression, not a reality, and they use that expression 
to create a reality that is aware of Bollywood as an expression, which is more similar to 
the viewer’s reality. The viewer is aware that he is watching a constructed narrative and 
stylized image when he is watching a Bollywood film. Neo-Bollywood depicts this 
awareness, thereby presenting a different level of truth.  
The acting style of RNBDJ is most characteristic of neo-Bollywood at the same 
point that Bollywood is most Bollywood: in the song and dance numbers. “Tujh Mein 
Rab Dikhta Hai” is the point when the film acknowledges the filmi-ness of the film, just 
as the songs in DDLJ are the point when the most melodramatic style occurs. The manner 
in which song and dance numbers are treated in neo-Bollywood film becomes the focal 






Stylized Song, Dance, and Action in Dhoom 2 
Dhoom 2 (2006) is a return to the world of detective Jai Dixit (Abhishek 
Bachchan) and bumbling companion Ali (Uday Chopra). It is essentially the same 
narrative as the first Dhoom with simply more of it. Jai enlists a thief, this time the 
beautiful Sunehri (Aishwarya Rai), to get close to master thief Aryan (Hrithik Roshan) in 
order to catch Aryan in the act of his greatest crime yet. In the process, Sunehri and 
Aryan fall in love, further complicating Jai’s plan. 
The dance sequences in this film are even more removed from the narrative than 
in previous Bollywood films. Many Bollywood films feature an item song, or song 
inserted in the film simply for spectacle. Sometimes they play into the narrative, 
advancing the story, and sometimes they do not. Dhoom 2 seems to exclusively feature 
item songs. They still echo some sort of character relations, but they take place in entirely 
different spaces from the rest of the film. This becomes characteristic of the neo-
Bollywood style. Usually the songs occur on a stage that bears no visual or narrative 
connection to the rest of the film. In the neo-Bollywood film, sound is even more 
dominant over the image in that it is able to make the otherwise abstract song and dance 
sequences part of the film. It seamlessly connects the narrative world with the abstract 
stage world, the exterior world with the interior world, and makes them one, meaning that 
sound has the power over the image to unite completely unrelated spaces. In Bollywood 
film, sound took on an otherworldly sense in which all of the characters could hear every 
sound. In neo-Bollywood, this excess and over-expressive nature of sound and the 
otherworldly sense it creates become literally another world. 
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For example, in the first song of the film, Aryan and a group of backup dancers 
are on a stage that looks like a stage – it has curtains hanging from the ceiling and risers 
on which other dancers perform. It is a space exclusively for performing, a space that the 
viewer only sees during the songs of the film. The song is irrelevant to the literal 
narrative and inhabits more of a spiritual realm. In the song, Aryan sings and dances 
about how this is the sequel to Dhoom. The song is simply there for performance 
purposes, to show off Hrithik Roshan’s dance moves, and to set up expectations for the 
rest of the film. The song is called “Dhoom Again”, directing the viewer to an 
expectation of what will follow – Dhoom, the first film, will happen again. Traditional 
narrative is rendered unimportant as soon as this song is played because it tells the viewer 
that this is the same as the first film. This turns concentration towards other aspects of the 
film, especially the song and dance numbers and choreographed action scenes.   
This opening dance sequence looks more like an MTV music video than anything 
else. The editing and camera movements are dancing along with the dancers onscreen. 
The film cuts and moves with the rhythm of the song, further showing the power of 
sound over image. Repeated phrases in the song are often repeated visually by showing a 
sequence or dance step, then showing the same sequence or step mirrored – it is the exact 
same image, just flipped around. The sound has control over these elements.  
The actors are also controlled by music rather than a visual continuity. Obviously 
they move in time to the beat of the song, but their positions in the onscreen space often 
change with the cuts – Aryan will be dancing in the front of a group near the front of the 
stage in one shot, then he will be standing further back on a riser in the middle of a group 
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of dancers in the next shot. He never moves from one space to another – the cuts in the 
editing move him to other places. This gives him omnipotence in the film. Though he is 
subject to the music, he is also the featured performer around whom all other dancers are 
positioned. He moves with the music, not just with dance moves timed to the music, but 
he is also physically transported all over the stage area. He is everywhere all at once, 
leading this group of dancers, and showing that he is dominant in this space. He is 
somewhere between being controlled by the music and editing, and having complete 
control over those elements – he works in perfect harmony with the film so that who or 
what is in control cannot be determined.  
Aryan’s dominance is later challenged when another performer enters the space – 
after Sunehri first appears in the film, we see a dance number in a space that is very 
similar to the one Aryan danced in at the beginning of the film. It is a stage-like 
atmosphere in what appears to be a nightclub. Sunehri acts as the dominant figure in this 
scene, much in the way Aryan did in his dance number, but this time there is an on-screen 
audience. Aryan watches amidst other casual dancers on the side of the space. Sunehri 
replaces him in this alternate world that exists only when music is playing. This song sets 
up their interaction as the primary concern of the film – Sunehri throws Aryan’s 
dominance off balance, leaving him the choice of how to react. During this and other 
numbers, the camera generally remains off-stage where an audience would be sitting to 
watch the performance on-stage. The actors look directly into the camera, singing to the 
imaginary audience watching the film. This direct address during songs becomes more 
common in the neo-Bollywood film than it is in Bollywood film. The films are more 
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clearly expressive about the function of the song and dance sequences this way. In 
Bollywood films, the songs often move the viewer into the state of mind of the 
characters, but in neo-Bollywood this movement to state of mind is even more complete. 
These dance sequences place the themes of the film in abstract spaces in order to discuss 
the truth of the situation – the film is not about jewel heists and clever disguises. It is 
about the interaction between these two people. Sunehri is set up as Aryan’s imitator, 
both stylistically and narratively, and therefore as his competition. 
The abstract spaces make the characters’ intentions clearer and reflexive. These 
intentions and self-awareness are also found in the choreographed action sequences of the 
film. This film picks up stylistically right where Dhoom left off. The first action sequence 
of the film is of Aryan pulling off a jewel heist. He robs a train, recalling the climax of 
the first Dhoom by fighting a handful of men on the roof of a speeding vehicle. A already 
has command of the Bollywood anti-gravity, which allows him to easily win the fights. 
The second action sequence of Dhoom 2 finds Jai and Ali in a similar setting to 
their last action sequence in Dhoom. They are on a river, busting a drug trade. This time, 
the gratuitous explosions and the flouting of real-world gravity begin almost 
immediately. The excessive elements of the first Dhoom are where Dhoom 2 begins. A 
few barges explode. Jai emerges magically from underwater riding a jet ski and flies 
through the air, shooting drug dealers as he goes. This action sequence is particularly 
interesting because it is making fun of itself, as neo-Bollywood action tends to do. It 
takes the action of the Bollywood film and makes it even more excessive, and in the same 
moment acknowledges the ridiculousness of the experience that has been created. Jai and 
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Ali both take phone calls during the gunfight of the sequence. Jai listens to his wife 
complain about being pregnant, and Ali answers a call from a telemarketer offering him a 
credit card. These phone calls are contrapuntal to the excess of the action for both 
comedic and thematic effect. The viewer is meant to laugh at the action, to see it as 
ridiculous or unrealistic, and to take joy in that experience. This film acknowledges even 
more than the first Dhoom that it is unrealistic and meant to be that way. These situations 
are not real matters of life and death - the real life and death situations are matters of the 
heart, which become even more intermingled with violence in this film and in neo-
Bollywood in general. 
In Bollywood film of the 1990s and early 2000s there was a connection between 
violence and love. Romantic and other relationships were made the focus of the most 
high-stakes events of the film. Romance often felt like a situation of life and death in the 
Bollywood film, and in neo-Bollywood film the connection between violence and 
romance becomes even more explicit. The most melodramatic moment of Dhoom 2 
occurs just after Aryan learns that Sunehri is a spy for the police – he makes her play a 
game of Russian roulette, in which each person takes a turn pointing a gun at the other 
and pulling the trigger. The mere idea of betrayal inspires this melodramatic reaction. An 
actual betrayal of information or trust has not yet been made, but the idea of betrayal is 
more powerful than the actual event. The relationship between Sunehri and Aryan is 
made into a life and death situation.  
In Bollywood film, this high-stakes tension was more of a subtext of the world 
created by the film – if a woman betrayed her lover or a daughter disobeyed her father, it 
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would appear to be the most serious thing she could do, and she would be treated as if she 
were dead for her behavior. For example, in DDLJ, Simran’s father disowns her when he 
discovers she is in love with Raj. He will not talk to her or acknowledge her beyond what 
is necessary. She becomes emotionally dead to him. 
 Neo-Bollywood takes this further by making the act of killing and the act of 
betrayal equivalent actions. In Bollywood films this idea would be more theoretical or 
thematic, created by the melodramatic style of depiction, but in neo-Bollywood killing 
and betrayal (or some other emotional state) become literal and explicit equivalents. 
Sunehri is forced to point the gun at Aryan and pull the trigger, and then suffer the same. 
Her betrayal could kill him or her. The act of betrayal is directly associated with the 
bullet in the gun.  
At the climax of the film, Sunehri and Aryan successfully pull off their final heist 
and attempt to make their escape, only to be caught by Jai and Ali. As Aryan stands on a 
cliff edge, he asks Sunehri, “Can you love someone enough to take his life?” Sunehri 
answers by shooting Aryan three times in the chest, proving that her love for him is 
strong enough to kill him. The shooting turns out to be a trick somehow (it is never 
explained), but it does not matter that it was a trick. Violence is the only way that Sunehri 
and Aryan could be together.  
  As in Dhoom, the action sequences and song and dance numbers function as a 
nod to the artifice of the film. Dhoom 2 completes its reflexivity with Jai finding Sunehri 
and Aryan in the end, but he lets them go because, in his words, “this is a love story.” 
There is then a reprise of the first song in the film, acting as a bookend and signaling the 
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end of the film. This encapsulates the entire logic of the film world – the action is stylized 
and choreographed because it is a specific kind of film, the two main characters fall in 
love and live happily ever after because it is a specific kind of film, and the songs and 
dances occur because it is a specific kind of film. No other logic and no other explanation 
are needed. It is about the interaction between characters and the emotional truths that 
come from a self-aware melodramatic expression of the interactions.  
 
Intertextuality and Cinematography in Chennai Express 
 In addition to the acting style and choreographed elements, neo-Bollywood films 
seek to make the viewer more fully aware of the Bollywood style through intertextuality. 
The neo-Bollywood style references earlier and other films, both Indian and non-Indian, 
to give the viewer a sense of what Bollywood actually is. The function of intertextuality 
in the neo-Bollywood film is to make the viewer aware of three things. First, it makes the 
viewer aware of the Bollywood world of pre-destiny, which is an extension of the 
emotional and spiritual realm created by the Bollywood melodramatic life experience or 
reality. The awareness of this melodramatic life experience is the second thing 
intertexuality creates. The third is that it makes the viewer aware of a canon of what can 
be considered Bollywood film. By doing these three things, the neo-Bollywood film 
solidifies the definition of Bollywood film style and claims a style of its own. A good 
exhibitor of these elements of neo-Bollywood is Chennai Express (2013).  
Chennai Express is the story of a man, Rahul (Shahrukh Khan), charged with 
depositing his grandfather’s ashes in the water of Rameshwaram in southern India. On his 
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journey he meets Meena (Deepika Padukone), the daughter of the local crime lord and, 
naturally, trouble ensues. It is a clash of north and south, plans and spontaneity, and 
carelessness and responsibility. Rahul wants to spend a carefree vacation in Goa, while 
Meena is trying to escape the marriage her father has arranged for her. The themes in the 
film are much similar to that of other Bollywood films: relationships are between 
communities as much as the two lovers, and violence and love often go hand in hand. 
Songs and dances also weave through the narrative of the film.    
As soon as Meena enters, the film tells the viewer it is not going to surprise him 
with a new plot. The specific events and dialogue of the film might be slightly different 
from others, but the story is very much the same as other films and characteristically 
revolves around a romantic couple. Bollywood and neo-Bollywood films do not rely 
heavily or deeply on narrative. In fact, they often repeat similar plots and characters over 
and over again. This is why Shahrukh Khan is often called either Raj or Rahul in films – 
Raj to summon memories and images of Raj Kapoor, as in RNBDJ, and Rahul to refer to 
his own career, in which he first appeared as a man named Rahul in K2H2. Shahrukh 
Khan and Deepika Padukone also previously co-starred in Om Shanti Om. This creates a 
destiny or pre-destiny for the film before it even starts. The names of the characters, 
along with the Meena’s first scene, indicate that the film is destined to be about certain 
things and have certain values, similar to the past films of the actors.  
Meena arrives in the film just as Rahul is about to get off the Chennai Express 
train. He sees her, and the theme song from DDLJ begins to play. References to DDLJ 
are significant because DDLJ is a classic, referred to in many Bollywood and especially 
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neo-Bollywood films in a sort of mythic way as if it was the beginning or creation of all 
Bollywood (at least modern Bollywood). At this moment in Chennai Express, the film 
switches to slow motion shots and almost shot for shot reenacts the ending moments of 
DDLJ. After Rahul pulls Meena onto the train, she thanks him and he says, “I’ve done 
this before.” This reference tells the viewer that this film’s narrative is nothing new. By 
beginning the film with the ending of another film, it is showing the viewer that this film 
is within the same realm as that other film – these characters are the same, the romance is 
the same, etc. This story is either a continuation of the other film’s story or it is a retelling 
of it. If all this is true, the value in watching the film is in the way in which the story is 
told. The film is telling the viewer to ignore narrative and focus on the style of the film 
and subsequent emotional reality emphasized by that style. The viewer sees the 
cinematography and acting style used differently, in this case more freely and 
expressively than in other popular Hindi films. He hears new songs and sees new dances 
in new locations. These elements all have a heightened meaning in Bollywood and neo-
Bollywood film. 
The opening sequence brings the couple together. From the time we see Meena 
running towards the train with the DDLJ music playing, we know that she and Rahul are 
going to fall in love. This moment aligns this film with DDLJ, in which the two leads end 
up together. The repeated inclusion of songs and references to other romance films 
throughout Chennai Express also reinforce this point. Because of this, the film gives a 
sense of pre-destiny. These characters are now destined to fall in love, based on the way 
in which they met. This further discounts the overall plot of the film. A pre-destiny places 
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a large amount of attention on the feelings or emotions of the characters rather than the 
events or narrative points they encounter. The viewer is left to look at how the situation is 
portrayed and the emotional truth that comes from that rather than looking at the situation 
itself. Also, love takes on an otherworldly force in the Bollywood film, further 
emphasizing it as a player in situations of life and death. Love is the lifeblood of the 
Bollywood world – people live and die by it, whether it is familial love or romantic love. 
Love determines destiny. It is important that these intertextual references are simply 
taken in stride by the characters. The references are simply a part of their world.  
Moments later in the film, Rahul and Meena communicate exclusively through 
famous Hindi film songs – they alter the words, but the tunes are recognizable. Past films 
are the language of this film. In order to understand the film, one must speak the language 
and therefore learn and know the films of the past or the pre-texts that form its meta-
language. Shortly after, the viewer is given a crane shot above the train at night, and it 
soon becomes clear that the shot is paying homage to the opening moments of a Disney 
movie. The train on which the characters sleep is the same train that rides through the 
Disney kingdom in the opening of any animated Disney movie. Disney is most identified 
with fantasy and fairytale, so this places Chennai Express in the realm of film fantasy and 
fairytale. It is claiming a likeness to a Disney fairytale, meaning that it is also akin to an 
animated world. The word “animated” comes to describe much of the film’s style as it 
continues. Live-action rules of gravity, relationships, logic, and narrative do not apply 
here, which creates a melodramatic reality in the film that is more completely expressive.  
Specific evidence of the melodramatic reality in Bollywood and reference to or 
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imitation of animated film can be seen in both the high action scenes and the slow motion 
camerawork in Chennai Express and other neo-Bollywood films. This hyper-reality is 
more noticeable, or perhaps given more attention or made acceptable to the viewer, 
because of the intertextual references the film makes. Chennai Express uses these 
elements more liberally and reflexively than earlier Bollywood films, which draws more 
attention to the elements and the effect they have on the film and the viewer’s 
understanding of events, and classifies it as a neo-Bollywood film.  
At one point, Meena and Rahul sit at opposite sides of a bench. While sitting, 
Rahul magically slides across the bench to sit next to Meena. There is no explanation of 
this occurrence – the characters simply take it in stride as reality. It seems like something 
that might happen in a cartoon. Later in the film, when trying to outrun the Don’s 
henchmen, Rahul leads a car chase through a small village. As they all drive through the 
streets, people stand along the roads watching, blank-faced and calm. It is as if they have 
seen this a million times and are not affected by it at all. As they drive, a small truck 
carrying containers of gasoline tumbles over. Two of the containers roll towards one of 
the henchmen’s cars and, upon hitting it, explode and send the car flying through the air. 
The cars in the chase do not follow rules of gravity as we know it – they follow 
Bollywood gravity, a different sort of animated gravity. The slightest touch can send 
vehicles flying. The rules of other action films are amplified – the cars fly farther and the 
flames are larger. Neo-Bollywood denies real-world gravity even more than Bollywood 
does.  This is only notable excess compared to other action films and functions in parallel 
to emotional surplus in other situations in Bollywood film.  
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After the car behind them explodes, Rahul pulls his car over and he and passenger 
Meena have an argument about what to do. Rahul seems a little anxious to get going, but 
the cars that were chasing them have disappeared. Rahul and Meena do not seem overly 
concerned about the chase, just mildly agitated and anxious. They decide to continue 
leaving town, and as soon as they pull back onto the road the chase resumes. A car that 
was previously nowhere to be seen is suddenly immediately behind them. Their decisions 
control the action of the scene, as if they decide when to be chased. The world exists only 
for them. This is very similar to the moment in Dhoom 2 when Jai and Ali take phone 
calls during a gunfight – they acknowledge that the action of the film is not a reality, for 
comedic effect and as a moment of reflexivity.    
Rahul and his pursuers drive through brick walls like it is nothing, like they might 
as well be cartoon walls, and with one turn of his Jeep, Rahul causes two cars and two 
motorcycles to fly through the air like it is some sort of vehicle ballet.  Moments later, 
Rahul is able to use a knife to slash a Jeep’s tire and send it hurtling through the air. All 
of these things are impossible, but the character knows he can do them and does them. 
There are no questions asked and no amazement – basically, these events are treated as if 
they are regular occurrences. The only expression of concern we ever see is after the 
chase, when the car breaks down – Meena is obviously distressed, but not about the 
chase. She is upset that her father’s car is totaled.  
Everyday activities are the events that garner attention from the characters, not the 
grand action scenes or lively dance numbers. These loud sections of film that follow 
animated rules make the quiet or mundane moments all the more meaningful by contrast. 
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Raj’s and Meena’s reactions to the little things and not the big things tell you what is and 
is not important – every day, normal life is important. This is accentuated by the use of 
slow motion filming. 
Moments of connection between the characters are slowed to a different pace that 
demands more attention and derives more meaning from the scenes. In these scenes, the 
action becomes subtle. There is no over-acting, no dialogue, and no sound effects – no 
animated logic or elements. There are only moments filmed in slow motion accompanied 
by music. The method of filming the slow motion sequences seems to capture a subtlety 
that is accentuated by the complete lack of subtlety in other parts of the film. The actions 
on screen are slow, but the song and other sound are normally paced. This produces the 
effect of more happening in less time, or fewer actions happening but more meaning in 
each of the actions. A glance, a smile, and other previously skimmed over actions 
become far more significant than they are in other sequences of the film.  
This is evident in Chennai Express as Rahul and Meena hide in a small village, 
pretending they are a newly married couple. The village has a tradition or ritual that all 
newlyweds must complete; the husband must carry the wife up 300 steps to the temple. 
Once this is completed, it is said that the husband will always take care of the wife, and 
the couple will be destined for happiness in this life and the lives to come. To keep their 
true identities undiscovered, Rahul agrees to carry Meena up the steps. Most of the scene 
is filmed at regular speed in a wide or medium shot. Rahul is determined, but in a 
comical way. Meena dabs the sweat off his face as he carries her, and looks like she is 
having the time of her life. At this point, the film feels very animated and cartoon-like. 
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However, after a while the speed of the film begins to slow, and it is the contrast of the 
animated goofiness with the slow, methodical shots that creates the thematic impact.  
The viewer sees the first close up of the sequence – it is a close up of Meena’s 
face. In slow motion, the viewer sees her expression change. The change is more 
noticeable due to the close up and the slow motion of the shot. Her cheerful expression 
changes to a more serious, thoughtful expression. The viewer then sees a shot of the 
temple coming into view from Rahul and Meena’s perspective, understanding now that 
seeing the temple, or their goal, is what changed Meena’s expression. She then looks to 
Rahul, and as she looks the shot becomes a two-shot to include both of them. The viewer, 
at this moment, is put inside of Meena’s experience. He sees what she sees. There are 
then several cuts one after another of the same actions but from varying distances and 
vantage points. There is a shot from in front of the temple as Rahul carries Meena into 
view, a wider shot showing they are now on temple grounds, a close up of Rahul, shots of 
the temple, and more shots of Meena looking to Rahul as he carries her. The action is 
repeated in an unnatural or anti-continuous way from shot to shot. This single moment is 
seen from many angles, from many perspectives, and the viewer is allowed to scrutinize 
each angle as it is brought before him in slow motion.  
As they walk into the temple, the shots change from stationary to floating or 
mobile shots, gliding as if spiritual rather than grounded in reality.  Then the film returns 
to normal speed, but the dialogue and action maintain a kind of calm that is not present in 
other parts of the film. Normally Meena and Rahul are bantering or chattering, but here a 
special sort of reverence comes over them. As they are joined by people from the village 
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to complete the ceremony, they speak little and move slowly and deliberately, except for 
Rahul, whose perspective we are not seeing. He is also not fully a part of this moment. 
He is going through rehearsed motions, playing his cartoonish part. As he places the 
vermillion on Meena’s head, the viewer gets one more slow motion shot, but only slow 
motion on her. Each shot with Rahul is done at normal speed, once again placing more 
importance on Meena’s reactions than Rahul’s actions and accentuating the difference 
and tension between the two.  
These slow motion moments accentuate the idea that love – romantic, familial, etc 
– is the ideal emotion or most important emotion. The Bollywood film values love over 
everything else. It also seems to value certain kinds of love over others. Though 
friendship is important, the family is more important. Though family is important, 
romantic love is the most important. Following the temple sequence is a song sequence in 
which this pattern of slow motion and attention to details is continued. After this 
sequence has ended, it is clear that Meena is in love with Rahul and that romantic love is 
the most important of the events to happen so far in the film.  
This moment is not the only one in the film with slow motion – the action 
sequence at the end is also composed of many slow motion shots, but only once Rahul 
has declared his love for Meena. It seems as if romantic love is constantly under attack 
throughout the film. Though the film celebrates romantic love, it also shows the viewer 
that it comes at the price of violence or destruction. Every blow is more violent when 
seen in slow motion, and the violence is a result of romance. If violent scenes and 
romantic scenes are both shown in slow motion, which indicates that both are of equal 
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weight or value in the film, or at least should be compared or connected by the viewer. 
The viewer does not receive a scene of romance without a scene of violence – they come 
hand in hand. Using slow motion with the action scenes also partially removes the 
cartoonish nature of the scenes. Action scenes earlier in the film seem to ignore gravity, 
but the slow motion action sequences at the end seem even more grounded in gravity. 
All of these examples of slow motion sequences in the film are made possible or 
acceptable to the viewer because the film has acknowledged it is a film. It is not 
attempting to depict any kind of physical reality, but rather an emotional reality or an 
animated reality. By beginning the film with intertextual references, the film is allowing 
this kind of hyper-reality to happen. The film doesn’t just feature hyper-real situations – 
it makes them the most important moments of the film.  
At a later point in the film, Shahrukh Khan presents a reference to another one of 
his movies, My Name is Khan (2010), in which he plays an autistic Muslim man 
experiencing religious discrimination in post 9/11 United States. Rahul has just been 
falsely arrested, and while trying to explain why he should be set free, he changes his 
posture, facial expression, and tone of voice to reflect his character in My Name is Khan. 
He then repeats the most famous and oft-repeated line of My Name is Khan with a 
modification (Rahul’s name instead of Khan): “My name is Rahul, and I am not a 
terrorist.” After he says this, there is an aural cue that this moment was out of place – it is 
a cartoon-like “boing” sound effect, signaling something is wrong or a joke has fallen 
flat– after which Shahrukh laughs and returns to playing Rahul as he did before. He 
returns to his normal posture, expression, and tone of voice. It’s like he momentarily 
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channeled another character, but that character immediately sensed he did not belong in 
this film and left. The cartoon sound effect and Shahrukh’s nervous chuckle are the cues 
that tell us this character does not fit. Also, the policeman to whom he speaks rolls his 
eyes, simultaneously communicating “I don’t have time for this” and “this is ridiculous,” 
reinforcing that the character Khan should not be there. Shahrukh shrugs and returns to 
being Rahul.  
The choice of My Name is Khan as a reference point is important because that 
film is not a Bollywood film. It is an Indian film with Indian actors speaking Hindi, but it 
is not made in the Bollywood film style. This moment simply shows the difference and 
separation of the two types of film, or rather the separation of Bollywood from other 
types of film. Shahrukh can channel other characters or events from other Bollywood 
films, such as the train scene referencing DDLJ, but he cannot successfully bring Khan 
into this film and have him fit, because My Name is Khan is filmed in a more Hollywood 
style, reality-based and narrative-focused way. In this way, Chennai Express tells us what 
does not belong in a Bollywood film. This exemplifies how neo-Bollywood creates a 
canon of Bollywood films – if it refers to a film as specifically as it does to My Name is 
Khan, and the characters and film accept it into its reality, it is Bollywood. If the film is 
not accepted, it is not Bollywood.  
 
Neo-Bollywood as Excessive Truth 
Just as every Bollywood film does not have every element I list as a characteristic 
of Bollywood film but a combination of the elements, so too do neo-Bollywood films 
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contain different combinations of the elements of a neo-Bollywood film. Chennai 
Express does not have the same type of dance numbers as Dhoom 2, and Dhoom 2 does 
not have the same acting style as RNBDJ. Each film features a different combination of 
the neo-Bollywood elements, but all are similar in their general melodramatic reflexive 
experience.  
Neo-Bollywood films, above everything else, reflect on themselves as films made 
in the Bollywood style. This reflexivity includes an acting style that presents itself as 
filmi, choreographed action and dance that are even more removed from the narrative 
than in traditional Bollywood films, and moments referring directly to other films. 
Though these elements may at first glance appear like they are included just for 
entertainment or to reward the film buff, the exaggerations of an exaggerated style 
actually play a significant role in communicating the themes of the Bollywood film. The 
neo-Bollywood film creates a world of a heightened, melodramatic reality with the 
intertextual references, establishing its connection with other films and placing them in 
the same contextual world as itself. It sets up the expectations of the viewer and creates a 
world ruled by pre-destiny. All of this creates a style that is even more truthful about its 
nature. There is no denying that the viewer is watching a film that knows it is a film and 
makes that a central characteristic of the experience. The neo-Bollywood film takes the 
themes and values of the Bollywood film and makes them literal, physical presences in 
the film. The Bollywood film creates a heightened reality in a sub-textual way, while 
neo-Bollywood makes that reality a literal, textual reality, like in the Russian roulette 
game in Dhoom 2 – love is literally a life and death situation in that film, whereas in a 
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Bollywood film it remains a sub-textual matter of life and death. By studying and 
analyzing neo-Bollywood, the themes of Bollywood take on this literal existence, and the 
viewer may receive a greater understanding of what Bollywood is and which films are 
included in the Bollywood canon. 
As a film style, Bollywood is rooted in Indian culture but ultimately not restricted 
to that culture. Not only can the style be appreciated and enjoyed by other cultures, but it 
can also be employed by other cultures. To really be a style and not a cultural genre, this 
transcendence of culture should be realized and, in Bollywood’s case, has been. It is to 




Chapter 3: Bollywood Outside of India 
The image of Bollywood seen in other parts of the world is almost exclusively 
that of song and dance. That seems to be the only characteristic attributed to Bollywood 
film, and most certainly the only one oft-repeated by other cinemas. The musical 
numbers of Bollywood are the pinnacles of the style, where all of the elements of the 
style seem to coalesce in one moment. Looking to films and television with musical 
numbers akin to those in Bollywood is a good place to start, but the Bollywood style of 
the filmmaking beyond song and dance is rarely discussed in films or television made 
outside of the Indian film industry. 
Performance-style television shows such as So You Think You Can Dance now 
regularly feature what they call “Bollywood dance numbers” as part of their 
competitions. Yet, when they say “Bollywood style” they mostly mean the dance moves 
are of Indian origin, rather than that the style of dance is particularly Bollywood. Without 
a narrative context, lip-syncing, and other expressive filmic elements, the musical 
numbers are simply dance numbers done to exhibit skill rather than to tell a story beyond 
that of a romantic encounter. The numbers are often broken into the typical Bollywood 
parallels of men and women, but the meaning behind them is left without context. They 
function more as an echo or imitation of the Bollywood style rather than a true expression 
of it. 
Scripted fiction television shows like Glee and Smash come closer to exhibiting 
Bollywood style, and in some cases attempt to use the style and fail. They are heavily 
musical, but they can be compared to Bollywood only in this way. Smash features what 
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they call a Bollywood song and dance number in the episode “Publicity” from the first 
season, but for Smash that means it is Indian in origin, costume, and dance style, which 
are important elements of the Bollywood film, but not the most important (and even these 
musical elements they muddle into a culturally unspecific Asian-Arabic-American mix, 
showcasing ignorance more than style). The songs in Smash are most always related to 
the narrative of the film in a logical, realistic way. The narrative of the show itself is the 
story of developing and performing a stage musical – it is what Altman would identify as 
a backstage musical, in which the songs are given a contextual reality based on the fact 
that the characters are performers. The Bollywood number is presented as a fantasy – one 
of the characters imagines the characters of the show in a Bollywood film while she eats 
dinner at an Indian restaurant. The Bollywood number is not born out of the emotional 
reality of the episode – there is really no tension in the dance number that would show it 
as expressing deeper truth. Smash misses the mark in translating the Bollywood style 
beyond the single song and dance. The song is performed as an allusion to a style (a 
stereotyped, mis-appropriated one at that, with rampant inaccurate cultural references) 
rather than an adoption of style. The rest of the musical numbers in the television show, 
and the style of the show itself, are realistic and only incorporate Bollywood as an 
enjoyable amusement rather than the acknowledgement of self that Bollywood is. The 
song they identify as Bollywood is used as an escape from reality, not as a heightened 
expression of reality. The filmic elements of Smash, such as camera movement and 
acting style, are typical of contemporary television in their performative realism and 
traditional style.  
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 Glee lacks the melodramatic style of filmmaking that Bollywood entails, at least 
overall in the series. There are moments of melodramatic style, but not a consistent use 
nor a mix of reality and heightened reality. The narratives of the episodes are often 
melodramatic, and some of the characters may be performing melodramatically, but the 
actual stylistic execution of the series is firmly grounded in a sense of reality. The camera 
follows a very static, traditional style that only finds mobility and excess during the 
musical numbers. Glee features two types of musical numbers. There are the performance 
numbers done on-stage or in rehearsals that feel mostly like a jam session amongst 
musicians rather than an expression of emotion – the songs are part of the narrative 
primarily as events and only sometimes as emotional expressions. They simply function 
as a performance for the group in the television show. The purpose is the foregrounding 
of the performer instead of integrating the filmic world into the character’s experience. 
The other type of musical numbers are more Bollywood in style – they take place in an 
abstracted place, separate from the narrative of the film but often related to it or 
functioning as an expression of an excess of emotion. It is these numbers, such as 
“Scream” in the episode “Michael” from season 3 of Glee, which are the most 
melodramatic. They are also highly intertextual and self-aware, imitating the music 
videos of the songs they are covering without finding any need to connect the musical 
number to the narrative in a logical way. Though these moments are similar to 
Bollywood style, the lack of the style throughout the rest of the series leaves the moments 
generally outside of the series rather than integrated into its meaning.  
 The fact that the most Bollywood moments in Glee are those where the characters 
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are imitating a music video is interesting because of MTV’s influence on Bollywood 
cinema. “As a consequence of the increasing exposure of Indian audiences to MTV 
disseminated through national and international channels, Indian film directors have 
found a rich new source of stylistic innovation. The pace of the films, fast cutting, 
superimpositions, newer ways of presenting dance sequences a direct outcome of the 
influence of MTV” (Gokulsing and Dissanayake 3). I feel that the influence of MTV on 
Bollywood is only part of the story, but I think it is important that an American film or 
television producer or director would see Bollywood and automatically link it to MTV as 
the closest thing in American culture to what Bollywood has done with musical numbers. 
It is therefore natural for musical numbers to be inserted into a musical television show or 
film, like Glee, in the most familiar contemporary form of musical exposition in 
American culture. The connection between Glee, MTV, and Bollywood is significant and 
can be seen in the filmic elements of the different media. However, the connection is 
probably not as causal so much as connecting. Bollywood film was making interesting 
choices with their musical numbers long before the success of MTV. MTV itself is not a 
musical narrative proponent so much as a musical spectacle exhibitor, which leaves its 
connection to Bollywood lacking because Bollywood films are not simply a string of 
fast-paced music videos. The element of narrative is important, even if the specifics of 
the narrative itself are generalized, simplistic, and overshadowed by the style. MTV is a 





Moulin Rouge! as Bollywood 
 The most Bollywood film to emerge from somewhere other than India is Moulin 
Rouge! (2001). Baz Luhrmann has said that Moulin Rouge! was directly influenced by his 
experience watching Bollywood film (Guardian). Whenever Moulin Rouge!’s Bollywood 
influence is discussed in academic circles, it is seen as evidence of globalization and is 
examined most prominently on a narrative and thematic level, as is done in “Bollywood 
in Drag: Moulin Rouge! and the Aesthetics of Global Cinema” (Gopal and Moorti). The 
specifics of the filmic style itself are mostly left unexamined, much as Bollywood style in 
general has been greatly unexamined. While the narrative of Moulin Rouge! feels very 
Bollywood and also features Indian narrative elements and set pieces, the other filmic 
elements such as acting style, cinematography, sound, song and dance, intertextuality, 
and production design are often overlooked or only mentioned in passing. They are rarely 
examined by themselves and rarely connected to Bollywood style (perhaps because few 
have really taken the time to define specifically what Bollywood style is). I would put 
Moulin Rouge! stylistically between Bollywood and neo-Bollywood. 
 Moulin Rouge! is the story of a penniless writer, Christian (Ewan McGregor), 
who moves to bohemian Paris to begin his career as an artist. He is discovered to be quite 
talented by his neighbors, who then convince him to write a play for them and pitch their 
idea to Satine (Nicole Kidman), the star of the Moulin Rouge. Satine is under contract to 
provide “companionship” to a wealthy Duke. She mistakes Christian for the Duke and the 
two fall in love, all the while having to fool the real Duke into thinking Satine loves him 
so he will continue to fund the Moulin Rouge.  
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 The key to analyzing Moulin Rouge! is looking at the function of excess in the 
film. Other productions I have mentioned, such as Glee and Smash, feature occasional 
excessive elements, but these elements do not function on the same level as the 
Bollywood excess – the excess is neither thorough nor integral, and the productions 
themselves are only somewhat self-aware. Elements of Bollywood style are evident from 
the very first moments of Moulin Rouge!. The film begins as if the viewer is looking at a 
stage. The curtains are opened to reveal the film image, immediately connecting the film 
with theatricality and artifice. The viewer is already placed in a position of viewer in 
which she is made explicitly aware that she is a viewer. Of course, this is not exclusively 
a technique belonging to Bollywood, but it is indicative of a reflexive nature that heavily 
influences Bollywood and neo-Bollywood.  
Moulin Rouge! also functions in a way similar to that of the Bollywood film. It 
acknowledges its narrative to be simple and mythological, with the viewer already 
knowing what happens from the very beginning. The film begins at the end of the story, 
with Christian in mourning over Satine’s death. The film is actually an illustration of the 
story Christian is typing, an extended flashback in which the outcome is already known 
and the basic narrative elements are not surprises. In fact, about thirty minutes into the 
film, the characters perform “Spectacular Spectacular”, which essentially outlines the 
exact events that will occur in Moulin Rouge!. The characters already know what is going 
to happen and pitch it as the narrative of the play they wish to write and perform. The 
Duke even says, “And in the end should someone die?” as if it were a foregone 
conclusion. There should be a death at the end, and the viewer knows who is going to die. 
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Films of other styles ask “Will they fall in love?” or “Will she die?” and the viewers 
receive answers in the end. Moulin Rouge! has already answered these questions, so it is 
free to explore new questions beyond the narrative events. The narrative the viewer sees 
is not important, but how he sees or experiences it is important.  
With narrative rendered less important, the viewer’s attention is turned to the 
experience created by the film, or the worldview of Moulin Rouge!. The worldview is 
similar to that of the Bollywood film – love and violence are juxtaposed. A relationship 
concerns an entire community of people. A heightened, melodramatic reality speaks to 
emotional truth rather than physical reality or any sort of realism. The entire world is 
affected by the emotions of one person. This world is communicated through filmic 
elements beyond narrative, and the most obvious of the elements used is intertextuality 
and the subsequent reflexivity. 
 The reflexivity of Moulin Rouge! is indeed more truthful in the same way 
Bollywood is, but here it is more of a foundation that allows other stylistic elements to 
emerge. There is no attempt to create a physical reality in the film. The theatrical 
beginning with curtains and a stage transforms into a picture, which the camera then 
moves into. The image looks two-dimensional and grainy, like an old photograph would, 
and sections of Paris look like cutouts as the camera dollies towards Montmartre, where 
most of the film is set. The image becomes less flat as Christian begins to narrate the 
film, but it is important that the film seems to emerge from a photo or from a silent film – 
it calls attention to the nature of the film as film. The viewer knows he will be watching a 
performance, a film where rules that are different from those in the physical world may 
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apply. Most of the film has an enclosed, stage-bound feeling to it, taking place at the 
Moulin Rouge and a neighboring building. The spaces are always shown as connected or 
in close proximity to each other. This continues the reflexive nod to performance and 
theatricality, indicating to the viewer to consider the film as such.  
 The songs of the film are the most intertextual and therefore reflexive part. Most 
of the music and lyrics are from popular songs from the 1950s-1990s. Limited original 
lyrics are added to songs the viewer already knows. The songs are not just used musically 
but also in the dialogue of the film. Christian’s catchphrase or mantra, “Love is a many 
splendored thing, love lifts us up where we belong, all you need is love,” is similar to 
Raj’s in RNBDJ. It is composed of several different song titles, spoken all together to 
make them into a cohesive idea. This catchphrase spawns the “Elephant Love Medley”, 
in which several different popular songs such as “Love is a Many Splendored Thing” by 
Sammy Fain, “Heroes” by David Bowie, and “I Will Always Love You” by Dolly Parton 
(or Whitney Houston) are linked together. They build up to a powerful climax that 
convinces Satine to fall in love with Christian. The words of love, in this case, are the 
words of popular love songs, similar to how popular film songs are the way Raj and 
Meena communicate in Chennai Express.  
  The acting style throughout Moulin Rouge! is also melodramatic and 
performative in a manner influenced by contemporary Bollywood. The characters are 
simple and taken at face value – Christian is not a complex character by any means. He is 
excessively single-minded. His optimism and wide-eyed innocence define him and are 
seen in every aspect of his performance. When he visits Satine for the first time, and she 
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mistakes him for the Duke, he bumbles through his lines and is quite overwhelmed by 
Satine and her beauty. Satine is an actress – it defines every action she takes and every 
gesture she makes. She effectively plays the part of the courtesan – she seems aroused 
with every word Christian speaks. She plays whatever part she needs to play, often 
directed by others. She is excessively aware of the audience watching her, whether it is a 
literal audience in the narrative or an audience of one in the form of Christian or the 
Duke. Christian and Satine are acted as figurative opposites of the Duke, who is evil in 
word and deed. He is one-dimensional, as are all of the characters in the film. The 
characters are who they appear to be. 
 The camera seems to be at the will of the characters – when Christian enters the 
Moulin Rouge for the first time, the camera moves rapidly and dizzyingly around the 
room, giving the viewer the excessive stimuli that Christian is experiencing. When Satine 
is being forced to sleep with the Duke towards the end of the film, the style of the scene 
is very menacing. It is dark, with muted colors reminiscent of a horror film – the blue 
hues of this contrast highly with the red and gold of much of the rest of the film. As the 
Duke chases Satine, the actors in the Moulin Rouge perform “Roxanne”. The film cuts 
rapidly between the two scenes. The dance the actors perform is a very sharp, violent 
tango-styled dance that echoes the violence of Satine’s struggle. The violence of the 
dance is accentuated by the sound of each movement – the viewer hears the sound of 
heels on wood, costumes rustling, and even air shifting with each movement. The camera 
and the film itself respond to the violence of the situation.  
 All of the stylistic elements of Moulin Rouge! result in the creation of a 
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melodramatic world in which the expression of emotion to its fullest is the goal. There is 
no deception in the film – everything is exactly as it appears. What you see is what you 
get, and what you see is not a physical reality but an emotional reality. If the emotion is 
horror, the image on screen becomes horror. When Christian sings of how “Love lifts us 
up where we belong”, he is literally standing at the highest point on the set and the 
camera soars around him. Love is a matter of life and death – the Duke, presented as 
menacingly and darkly as possible as the film progresses, threatens and nearly kills 
Christian because of his love for Satine. These are stylistic choices expected and seen in a 
film like DDLJ or RNBDJ. The Bollywood influence runs deeper than a hint at Indian 
culture or song style.  
 
Bollywood Without Musical Numbers? 
 Though musical numbers are the most Bollywood stylistic element a film could 
have, because the musical number is where all of the elements of the Bollywood film are 
most present, that does not mean that a film must have musical numbers in order to be 
considered Bollywood style. This is where the style is most often mis-diagnosed. Yes, the 
song and dance numbers are the most obvious of the stylistic elements, but they are not 
the only element that makes up the style, nor is the inclusion of a musical number 
exclusive to Bollywood. It is entirely possible for a film to feature prominent elements of 
the Bollywood style without song and dance numbers. This is not common, but it 
happens. 
 The easiest films to point out that have this melodramatic style are Baz 
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Luhrmann’s other films. As seen in Moulin Rouge!, he clearly understands the elements 
of the Bollywood film. Strictly Ballroom (1992) features a similar style to Moulin 
Rouge!, but it is not a musical. The musical numbers are replaced with dance numbers. 
Strictly Ballroom is not quite as thoroughly a Bollywood style film as Moulin Rouge!, but 
there are definite similarities within the style that should be pointed out. 
 Strictly Ballroom is the story of Scott (Paul Mercurio), a competitive ballroom 
dancer groomed since youth to win the Pan-Pacific Grand Prix Dancing Championship. 
Scott wants to dance his own steps, not those prescribed by the rules of ballroom and 
those in charge. His unorthodox dancing loses him his partner, but he finds a new partner 
in beginning dancer ugly duckling Fran (Tara Morice) who supports his new dance steps. 
The two set out to compete at the championship with their new steps, but they find 
opposition from Scott’s family and associates who want to keep the competition “strictly 
ballroom”.  
 In the film, dance is the primary tool of expression. The most meaningful 
moments are when the camera begins to dance with the actors onscreen. At the beginning 
of the film, when the viewer first sees Scott dance his unorthodox steps, we get a moment 
that feels like it could very well be in a Bollywood film. Much of the sequence is shot in 
slow motion, highlighting Scott’s every move – at first the moves are traditional, graceful 
and gliding, but as the music speeds up so does the image and editing pace. Once the 
frame rate of the film is a normal speed with quick edits and movement within the image, 
slow motion shots are used again when Scott improvises, using flashy expressive dance 
moves instead of the restrained and choreographed ballroom standard moves. He jumps 
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and spins as the music continues to speed up, while everyone else, including his dance 
partner, watches in horror. Scott’s improvised dance moves throw off the temporal 
normality of the film. This contrasts sharply with the normal speed sections of the 
sequence. They are fast and sharply cut, while the improvised sections are slow and 
feature extended shots of action. 
 The element of dance in the film is used to set up rules for the world of the film – 
there are accepted dance moves and unacceptable deviations. There is a proper way of 
living and an improper way. The proper way of living exists in this world of heavy 
makeup and gaudy costumes. Every bit of a person is covered in sequins or glitter. This is 
done to contrast starkly with the “real” world or truthful world in which Fran and her 
family live. The contrast between dance styles is a contrast between ways of life and 
families or communities. Scott’s community or world is traditional ballroom, while 
Fran’s community is passionate expression through improvised dance. It is elevated to 
the level of life and death, just as events in a Bollywood film are, through the 
choreographed dance movements, the acting style, and the production design. At times 
the camera moves in a melodramatic or excessive way, though it is not as strongly used 
as in the Bollywood film, or at least not to the same purposes. 
 The acting style is particularly noticeable in Strictly Ballroom because it sharply 
delineates between what is truthful and what is a performance or presentation. The world 
of ballroom dance allows for this contrast to be made visual – Scott’s mother is the most 
melodramatic of them all, but her melodrama is not false. She says exactly what she feels 
and says it in a way that makes you understand how she feels. The other actors do the 
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same, with the exception of Scott, Fran, and Fran’s family, who present a more realistic 
performance. The way the actors act, especially the mother during the ballroom 
sequences, makes the stakes of the ballroom competitions the stakes of the entire world. 
If Scott loses the competition, he basically dies. Winning is everything to most of the 
people in the film. Fran and Scott do not share this belief and find a truth that transcends 
the traditional idea of victory. They live the most honestly, without fear. In this way, the 
film uses a sort of Bollywood style to show the difference between reality and 
performance, between truth and superficiality. The melodramatic makeup, costumes, and 
acting style of the ballroom world are akin to the Bollywood melodrama. Scott and Fran 
are placed above this world in their own existence. The film ultimately finds a balance 
between the two worlds in the resolution.  
 
Bollywood Expanding 
 One could say that Strictly Ballroom is Luhrmann’s Bollywood film and Moulin 
Rouge! is closer to neo-Bollywood. It would be easy to say that Luhrmann is a 
Bollywood style filmmaker, but not all of his films have this excessive style. Both 
Australia (2008) and The Great Gatsby (2013) have elements of excess but not on the 
same level as a Bollywood film. There are moments in The Great Gatsby in which the 
sound dominates the image, such as the scene in which Gatsby attempts to get to Daisy to 
tell her husband Tom that she never loved him. The fans in the apartment take on an 
expressive, otherworldly sound that echoes the emotional tension of the characters. There 
are also moments in the film in which the characters become entirely ruled by their 
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emotions, resulting in an excessive acting style and more complete expression of 
emotion. At one point Gatsby erupts in anger at Tom, and the narrator of the film, Nick, 
comments that Gatsby looks as if he had killed a man. Gatsby’s frustration over his 
romantic struggles with Daisy is manifest in a murderous anger, an excess of emotion 
that elevates that moment of the film to an emotional purity. Though this moment is very 
powerful, the excess seen here is only generally seen in Gatsby’s character throughout the 
film. The other characters function on a different level that does not feature as much 
honesty or emotional truth as Gatsby shows. Gatsby is seen as a beacon of full emotional 
expression, but the film itself presents and celebrates him this way rather than being an 
emotional expression in and of itself. For a film to be of complete Bollywood style, the 
film must have this voice of excess and emotional expressiveness unto itself, not as a 
function of a character.  
 Luhrmann is not the only filmmaker to take on a Bollywood style in filmmaking, 
though he is definitely the most directly influenced by the style. Chicago (2002) is a 
musical about two women, Roxie (Renee Zellweger) and Velma (Catherine Zeta-Jones) 
in prison for murder, and the lawyer (Richard Gere) hired to help them escape conviction. 
Their troubles of the heart are what inspire murder – Roxie discovers a man she was 
having an affair with is lying to her and shoots him repeatedly – which echoes the 
Bollywood idea of love coupled with violence with life and death stakes. The style of the 
film involves several song and dance numbers that function like neo-Bollywood numbers. 
Though the characters may be in prison, their musical numbers occur in abstract, stage-
like performance spaces. Many times musical numbers are intercut with the narrative 
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action, such as “Mr. Cellophane” sung by Roxie’s husband Amos (John C. Reilly) as he 
realizes Roxie has been cheating on him. He meets with the lawyer and their scene is 
intercut with Amos singing “Mr. Cellophane” on a stage in clown costume and makeup, a 
space and situation completely unrelated to the narrative action but illustrative of Amos’s 
emotional state. The relation between reality and fantasy is transcended by the music, and 
an emotional truth about Amos’s situation is reached. Chicago generally features 
emotionally expressive musical numbers like this, though they are not as completely 
abstracted as those used in Dhoom 2 or other neo-Bollywood films. The acting style of 
the film is generally very showy and presentational, and the characters are constantly 
performing for each other and the media. The entire film is one big performance on 
which the lives of Roxie and Velma depend – if they are successful at performing their 
innocence in court, they will live. If not, they will be hung.  Life is a performance.  
 Though there are elements of Bollywood correctly used among musicals and 
other films and television shows, the general influence of Bollywood is limited outside of 
India because films and television generally use cultural appropriation instead of 
adopting the film style. There is a general misunderstanding of what Bollywood means, 






 The goal of this discussion has been to begin the redemption of Bollywood film 
from the neglect and general under-appreciation that it has experienced in the west. 
Bollywood style is an interesting movement in filmmaking that deserves more attention, 
and not just from social and economic scholars who want to analyze the trend of 
globalization, gender studies, or Bollywood as a brand, three of the many kinds of 
analysis so far aimed at Bollywood as a cultural artifact. Bollywood films have all of 
these interesting elements within them, but they also have an interesting and complex 
filmic quality separate from any of their cultural causes and effects. Bollywood can and 
should be considered a unique style, as I have defined and defended it. More can be done 
to look at Bollywood as the unique style that it presents and the experience of the world – 
the ideas and emotions – that it provides. This world experience is definitely a product of 
the culture from which Bollywood emerges. Many scholars have examined what aspects 
of that culture gave rise to such a style, especially Ravi Vasudevan in The Melodramatic 
Public. Combined with this information, an analysis with a strictly style-based point of 
view gives a more complete picture of the popular Indian film industry, especially those 
films that travel to other countries and influence non-Indian filmmakers with their style.   
Bollywood as a style is confirmed by the trends in the films I have analyzed in the 
previous chapters. The movement to neo-Bollywood is also identifiable, and the presence 
of both styles of film can be seen outside of the Indian film industry. This supports the 
existence of Bollywood as a style, or rather that there is a unique style to a particular 
group of films, especially those prepared for export to other countries where the Indian 
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diaspora has travelled. This is the style that most viewers unfamiliar with Indian cinema 
in all its shapes and varieties call Bollywood, not knowing that they are seeing a sample 
and a particular style of film rather than a thorough representation of Indian film as a 
whole. Bollywood is no longer as much of a misnomer for Indian cinema based on this 
information. It becomes an accurate label if it is assumed that the only type of film that 
emerges from India is the Bollywood film, and that all Indian films are the same. 
Unfortunately, Indian film seems to suffer from this misapplication because Bollywood is 
esteemed less than other types of film because it seems frivolous to the casual onlooker.  
In making a claim for the universality of Bollywood, I fully acknowledge that 
there are many films in India that do not exhibit this style. There are also many that do to 
varying degrees. I chose films for analysis that most clearly exhibited the characteristics 
of Bollywood film, understanding that there are many films that perhaps embody only 
some of the characteristics I present. I recognize that my analysis is inherently limited in 
scope because I live in the United States and therefore only have access to those 
Bollywood films that have been made available to people outside of India. There are 
thousands of films that have been released in India in past and recent years that I have not 
been able to get hold of. This limitation is interesting in itself, because as I have 
concluded that Bollywood can transcend culture, the films I have analyzed have done 
that, at least in my case.  
The Bollywood films of the 1990s and early 2000s display a unique presentation 
of melodrama. From Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge’s musical numbers that defy 
continuity editing and spatial relations, to Kuch Kuch Hota Hai’s emotionally expressive 
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camera movements, to Dhoom’s gravity-defying action sequences, the viewer gains a 
sense that Bollywood is a world unto itself. The rules of cinema are at the will of the 
emotional state of the characters. The more self-aware and excessive Bollywood cinema 
gets, the more it moves into the realm of neo-Bollywood, with post-modern examinations 
of the function and effect of performance and the lives ruled by it. Films from the early 
2000s onward predominantly show the neo-Bollywood style: Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi 
summons images and acting styles of other Bollywood films, Dhoom 2 features even 
more abstract song and dance numbers, and Chennai Express explicitly references other 
films to show a world interacting with films. These films are filled with excess and layers 
of performance, giving viewers even more consciousness of their position as viewers 
interacting with a film.  
Films that are this self-aware may appear to be ridiculous when compared to 
Hollywood filmmaking, which usually strives for the successful suspension of disbelief 
for the viewer. The self-awareness of Bollywood is not by accident. Ridiculing the film 
world makes a viewer more aware of it, opening his eyes to a new filmic world where 
new things are possible. Expecting realism also limits a viewer and a film – a film is 
never reality, try as hard as it might to appear to be. The Hollywood illusion of reality is 
itself a convention, no less manipulative and manufactured than Bollywood’s non-
realistic traditions. There is nothing wrong with a film that endeavors to present a 
realistic experience, but there are many types of realism and many modes of presentation 
of that realism. Bollywood simply attempts to present a realism of emotional experiences. 
The things that matter most in life, according to Bollywood, are those things that are 
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emotional – relationships, family, love, and betrayal. By acknowledging that these do not 
fall into a traditional western paradigm of filmic reality, the Bollywood film brings a new 
reality that a viewer unaccustomed to the style might feel uncomfortable with or dismiss. 
In Bollywood it is not what happens to a person that is important, but what they feel and 
the relationships they have. The ridiculous appearance of the Bollywood style makes the 
viewer aware that they are watching a film, discrediting any sort of physical or visual 
realism. Making an audience aware that the physical reality is not the important reality 
leads the audience to emotional reality – the truth of the world lies not in the physical 
experience of it but the emotional experience. Bollywood allows characters to completely 
feel whatever emotion they are feeling, and that emotion changes the world they live in 
and the world viewers see. Truth comes through open, honest expression of emotions in a 
world that already has the viewers understanding that reality is in emotion.   
There has been a growing trend in the Indian film industry as it attempts to reach 
a more global audience to homogenize its style with other modes of production. More 
films are beginning to look like Hollywood films while the Bollywood style I have 
indentified becomes something of the past. Bollywood films like Ek Main Aur Ekk Tu 
(Me and You; 2012) and Aisha (2010) use musical numbers because they are expected to 
include them, rather like an episode of Glee. The function of the musical number has 
become confused in some cases and increasingly left out of the films. The film Barfi! 
(2013) does not have musical numbers, but it still maintains some of the intertextuality 
and acting style of a Bollywood film, even though the melodramatic style is more 
explained by the narrative than it is a stylistic choice – the film justifies the melodramatic 
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acting rather than leaving it unexplained. It features a deaf man and a girl with autism as 
the main characters, forcing their communication to be more nonverbal, physical, and 
melodramatic. The thoroughly melodramatic worldview of Bollywood films, in which 
characters themselves control the reality around them, is fading to a more physical 
realism in which the characters exist in the world rather than the world existing for the 
characters.  
There are questions that remain unanswered: will Bollywood style survive? Will 
it become more popularly used and consumed outside of India? What lies ahead for 
popular Hindi film? There are many bits and pieces of Bollywood that pop up throughout 
non-Indian cultures – dance shows, musicals, Baz Luhrmann (and other) films, and the 
occasional item song at the end of a film, such as Slumdog Millionaire (2008) and Mirror 
Mirror (2012). In fact, Mirror Mirror comes close to a Bollywood style of storytelling 
and acting (if not visual style). It is a retelling of the Snow White fairytale, and this may 
be where the Bollywood style may become most acceptable to audiences outside of India 
and not used to the melodramatic style. Fairytales are already known to be melodramatic 
and have a built-in mythology or intertexuality. This could be a likely future venue for a 
more melodramatic style of filmmaking to take hold. With the massive box office success 
of Dhoom 3 and the neo-Bollywood style of that film, it looks like the style is as healthy 
and popular as ever. Other films, such as Barfi! and films of the parallel film style that 
seek to express a physical realism, are slowly becoming more plentiful. The popular 
Hindi film industry may find itself pulled in these two completely opposite directions and 
will most likely increase the differences between the two to be sure each style finds its 
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own place. With this diversification of style, perhaps the definition of Bollywood will 
become even more condensed and clear, and with that will follow a greater understanding 
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